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18th C. French Versailles Grenadier Officer's PALASCH

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th C. French Versailles Grenadier Officer's PALASCH Sword. A Massive example of pre-Napoleonic era grenadier officer's
weapon with a straight single-edged multi-fullered blade finely engraved on both sides of the lower blade. With its massive
brass-mounted hilt having open flaming grenade to the guard and leather-covered wooden grip, guard is hallmarked Versailles and
Regiment numbered. Showing fine patina and light age wear throughout. Rare example. Overall length 41 1/2". Blade length 35 1/2"

2: Fine 17th C. German or Spanish Pappenheimer Rapier

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Fine 17th C. German or Spanish Pappenheimer Rapier Broad Sword. Large example with its steel mounts having finely pierced
double-shell guard, smaller one with a thumb ring on the inside. Wooden grip covered with multi-layered steel wire. Mounted with a
broad double-edged blade having short fuller to each side. Lower ricasso featuring maker's mark on both sides, fullers struck
MEFECIT SALINGEN followed by engraved running wolf. Lovely rich patina throughout. A fine quality weapon, German-made,
possible for a Spanish market. Overall length 42 1/2". Blade length 35 3/4"

3: 16th-17th C. Italian Swept Hilt Rapier Sword, Maker

USD 3,000 - 5,000

16th-17th C. Italian Swept Hilt Rapier Sword, Maker Marked Blade. An unusual early example of Italian swept hilt rapier with an
elaborate steel-mounted complex guard, featuring fluted and pierced decorations, braided steel-wire grip. Mounted with a very sturdy
double-edged blade struck on one side with a maker's marks and large inscription MARIA, other side also having struck markings
and letters IHS (Latin, stands for: Iesus Hominum Salvator (English: Jesus Savior of Men). Nice light patina and fine pitting
throughout. Overall length 42". Blade length 34 3/4"

4: Rare 17th - Early 18 C. Dutch or Italian Cavalry Sword

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Rare 17th - Early 18 C. Dutch or Italian Cavalry Sword With Fine Chiseled Steel Mounts. Spectacular quality horsemen's saber with
wonderful quality chiseled steel hilt mounts and carved ebony grip. Wearing a broad lightly curved single-edged blade with one wide
and one narrow fuller to each side. Exhibiting partially worn etched decorations of Ottoman motives. No visible maker marks.
Probably a privately purchased example for a military figure of status and rank. Beautiful patina throughout and a seldom
encountered type of weapon. Overall length 40". Blade length 33 1/2"

5: Rare American Revolution Period English Infantry Hanger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare American Revolution Period English Infantry Hanger Sword with Historic Inscription. A very special example of American Rev
War English hanger carried by an infantry man, in its brass furniture featuring a historical inscription on the inside of the
heart-shaped guard, stating the date and place this weapon was taken by an American lieutenant E. Oswald as a trophy at the battle
of Fort Ticonderoga on 10th of May, 1775. Original bare wooden grip and brass-mounted leather scabbard. Mounted with a broad
large-fullered blade with a false-edge tip. Nice patina throughout on this fascinating historic example.Overall length 28 1/2". Blade
length 22 1/2"

6: 18th C. English Silver Hilted Rapier Sword with Very

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th C. English Silver Hilted Rapier Sword with Very Long Pierced Blade. An exceptionally long example of a transitional style
English officers rapier, having a solid silver hilt, well hallmarked in multiple places, with a finely braided gilt silver-wire grip. Mounted
with a very cool long double-edged blade having pierced fuller and a circular brass inlaid maker mark to the upper ricasso. Lovely
light patina to the blade and rich silver tarnished to the hilt. Unusual and rare example. Overall length 43 1/2". Blade length 36 3/4"
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7: 18th C. French or Spanish Small Sword Rapier with an

USD 1,000 - 1,500

18th C. French or Spanish Small Sword Rapier with an Elaborate Gold Gilt Hilt. Lovely 18th C. example with a richly gilt brass hilt
showing elaborate pierced details. Elegant grip wrapped in finely braided copper wire. Mounted with a slender double-edged blade of
oval cross-section. Free of markings or decorations. Rich patina and light age wear throughout. Overall length 38". Blade length 31
1/2"

8: Fine Transitional Late 17th C. Silver Inlaid Rapier

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fine Transitional Late 17th C. Silver Inlaid Rapier Small Sword. A lovely and very early example of a small sword rapier dating from
the late 1600's in its iron mounts with extensive silver inlaid decorations. Grip appears to be wrapped in a finely braided animal
intestine cord with iron bolsters. Mounted with a sturdy double-edged blade of diamond cross-section. Remarkable quality example
of rare early pattern.Overall length 35 1/4".Blade length 29 1/2"

9: Late 18th C. English Officer's Rapier Sword with Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Late 18th C. English Officer's Rapier Sword with Fine Damascus Blade. An unusual example of better than average quality having a
fire gilt brass hilt mounts with silver wire grip. Mounted with an earlier blade, most likely to date from the late 1600's to early 1700's
era, of strong double-edged form exhibiting active Damascus steel patterns throughout. Lower blade with struck gold inlaid
inscriptions on both sides. Overall length 35 1/2". Blade length 29 1/4"

10: 18th C. American Revolution Era Silver Hilted Officer's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th C. American Revolution Era Silver Hilted Officer's Sword. A large and heavy saber, probably carried by a cavalry officer during
American Rev, featuring a solid silver hilt mounts of distinctive pattern. D-guard having an unusual design with a large solid gold oval
plaque. Mounted with a sturdy, lightly curved large fullered blade bearing a struck maker's mark on the ricasso. Overall length 37".
Blade length 32 1/4"

11: Antique oil on canvas painting depicting two Caribbean

USD 700 - 900

Antique oil on canvas painting depicting two Caribbean pirates during the gambling argument. Signed right low corner K.Crook.
Good original condition with nice colors. Period frame. Dimensions: with frame 29" x 21". images size 26" x 18".

12: Antique oil on canvas painting depicting knights sword

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Antique oil on canvas painting depicting knights sword fighting with village people on horses. Unsigned.Painting shows some age
cracking, but overall good condition for the age with still great colors. Dimensions: in frame 23" x 26", painting 15.5" x 18".

13: Antique European oil on canvas painting depicting two

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique European oil on canvas painting depicting two happy girls with dogs on horses drawn sled falling through ice. Signed and
dated in low right corner. Very good condition for the age with strong colors. Original frame. Dimensions: in frame 24" x 35", image 20" x 31.5"
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14: Very impressive bronze statue depicting medieval knight

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very impressive bronze statue depicting medieval knight of Jean Sans Peur after listed French sculptor Pierre Alfred Robinet (
1814-1878). Very fine quality and details. Missing the axe in the right hand. Similar was exhibited in 1853 at the New York Exhibition
of the Industry of All Nations at the Crystal Palace, where it received a prize in their particular class group. 21.25" tall

15: Very fine large bronze statue of Viking warrior wearing

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very fine large bronze statue of Viking warrior wearing tiger skin. Amazing quality and details. Unsigned. 21" tall.

16: Very fine antique bronze statue of a fully armed

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very fine antique bronze statue of a fully armed warrior by listed French sculptor Edouard Quesnel ( 19th Century ).Great antique
patina, very fine details. 20" tall.

17: 16th-17th C. German Transitional Type Swept Hilt Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

16th-17th C. German Transitional Type Swept Hilt Sword - Rapier. An early Germanic example of transitional type between the
knight sword and swept hilt rapier. Having steel hilt mounts with chiseled ornaments and decorations. A complex of an early swept
hilt pattern. With its spiral carved wooden grip retaining heavily worn original steel wire. Mounted with broad double-edged blade
struck on both sides with partially worn maker marks, one side with well-preserved running wolf symbol typical of early Germanic
blades. Overall length 34". Blade length 28 1/2"

18: Attractive 17th - 18th C. Style Spanish or Italian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Attractive 17th - 18th C. Style Spanish or Italian Rapier Sword. Very well made long example with a robust steel hilt mounts featuring
open work flower-shaped dish guard and chiseled steel decorations, one side of the cross-guard lacking. With its finely braided wired
grip and elaborate fluted pommel. Mounted with a long and sturdy double-edged blade of a diamond cross-section having a deep
short fuller to each side. Overall length 44 3/4". Blade length 36 1/2"

19: Massive 16th - 17th C. German or Italian Hand and a

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Massive 16th - 17th C. German or Italian Hand and a Half - Two Handed Bastard Sword. Massive example of an early European
bastard sword, typically designed for hand a half grip, this one having a huge pommel making it suitable for full two handed combat
operation. Original leather covered wooden grip with oversized steel cross-guard and pommel. Wearing a broad double-edged blade
having a large fuller on each side running nearly the entire length of the blade. Lower ricasso with partially worn makers mark on one
side. An outstanding weapon showing nice outfit patina throughout with evidence of timely battles to both sides of the cross-guard
and several battle marks to the edge. Overall length 45 3/4". Blade length 35 1/4"

20: Rare 17th - 18th C. Polish Hussar's KARABELA Battle

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 17th - 18th C. Polish Hussar's KARABELA Battle Sword. An early Polish battle saber the type typically used by famous and
fearsome Winged Hussars of the Polish army in the 1600s era with a distinctive iron mounted hilt having large thumb ring on one
side of the guard. Leather covered grip bound by thick twisted steel wire. Mounted with a powerful triple fullered blade of significant
thickness and considerable battle-worthy qualities. One side of the blade is engraved with + KROL+ Z + NARODEM + (English: King
is with the People). The other side engraved NAROD + Z + KROLEM + (English: The People are with the King). Rare saber with its
leather covered wooden scabbard having iron mounts. Overall length 40 1/2".Blade length 33 1/2"
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21: Rare 17th C. Polish Winged Hussar's KONCHAR / KARABELA

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 17th C. Polish Winged Hussar's KONCHAR / KARABELA Sword. An exceptionally rare and massive example of the 17th C.
Polish fighting sword used by Winged Hussars having a Karabela style iron-mounted hilt with ribbed leather-covered grip. Mounted
with a straight and powerful hallow-ground blade of large triangular section, equally effective for thrusting as well as slashing blows.
Fearsome weapon of extreme length and battle capabilities, in its leather-covered wooden scabbard having iron mounts chiseled
with floral decorations.Overall length 44". Blade length 37"

22: Circa 1750s - 1770s Cromwellian English Civil War Era

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Circa 1750s - 1770s Cromwellian English Civil War Era Mortuary Sword. A fine and rare example of the English Civil War horseman
sword with a distinctive mortuary style steel hilt mounts. Having large basket guard chiseled and engraved on the outside with
multiple images of Christ among floral patterns. Large leather-covered grip with heavy brass wire bondage. Mounted with a straight
single-edged triple fullered blade of German manufacture, featuring extended sharp false edge area of the tip. Each side having
struck ZOLENGEN inscription inside the middle fuller. Fine rich patina throughout. Rare and impressive weapon of Cromwellian era
horseman. Overall length 40 1/2". Blade length 33 1/4"

23: Circa 1750s to American Revolution English Horseman's

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Circa 1750s to American Revolution English Horseman's Basket Hilt Sword.Powerful large sword with its brass hilt mounts featuring
basket guard with distinctive S-pattern designs, large bunned pommel struck with the regiment number, and with a fine shark skin
covered grip retaining original brass wire bondage. Mounted with a very long straight single edged blade having narrow spinal fuller
to each side, also struck on either side with a very well preserved early maker mark. Good condition with patina and wear overall
consistent with the age. Identical example is featured in George Neumann's book on edged weapons of American Revolution.Overall
length 41 1/2”Blade length 34 3/4"

24: 18th C. American Revolution era Scottish Basket Hilt

USD 3,000 - 4,500

18th C. American Revolution era Scottish Basket Hilt Broad Sword Broadsword. With its iron or steel basket guard with open bars
and pierced decorations of distinctive pattern, leather covered grip with heavy brass wire bondage. Mounted with a broad double
edged blade marked to a member of a famous Spanish blacksmiths clan of 17th and 18th century. Good condition overall with heavy
patina and wear consistent with the age and extensive battle use of these famous Scottish weapons. Overall length 37 1/4”. Blade
length 30 1/2"

25: 18th C. American Revolution Era Scottish Basket Hilt

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th C. American Revolution Era Scottish Basket Hilt Broad Sword. A well used Revolutionary war example of the Scottish
broadsword, with its iron basket guard having pierced hearts decorations and retaining its original leather lining inside the guard,
original leather and wire bound grip. Mounted with an early double edged blade struck on one side with what appears to be Venetian
style markings. Solid overall with heavy patina, wear and moderate pitting consistent with the age. Overall length 36 1/2". Blade
length 29 1/2"

26: 19th C. English Royal Navy Officer Sword ID'ed to "P.

USD 1,000 - 1,500

19th C. English Royal Navy Officer Sword ID'ed to "P. WILKINSON. R.N."An exceptional example in near mint overall condition in its
brass furniture with high relief navy decorations to the guard and fine stingray skin grip having silver and brass wire bondage. Small
folding guard bearing the name of the officer of the Royal Navy. With its strong single edged large fullered blade profusely etched
with royal and naval motifs. The ricasso bearing an etched London maker's logo. Overall length: 37 3/4", Blade length: 31 1/4"
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27: 17th - 18th C. Spanish Colonial Pirates Rapier Sword

USD 2,000 - 3,000

17th - 18th C. Spanish Colonial Pirates Rapier Sword. Rare example of probably used by sea pirates of the Spanish Colonial Era
with distinctive iron-mounted hilt, having a flower pattern dish guard with chiseled and pierced decorations. Bull horn grip with carved
ribbed sections and a large fluted egg-shaped pommel. Mounted with a powerful sturdy single-edged double-fullered blade retaining
partially worn etched decorations. Overall length 41 1/2". Blade length 34 1/2"

28: Fabulous 18th C. Hungarian Nobleman's Saber - Similar

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Fabulous 18th C. Hungarian Nobleman's Saber - Similar to Prince Esterhazy Sword. Magnificent saber for an 18th century
Hungarian Nobleman, possibly carried by the officer of the immediate guard units for the Prince Esterhazy or the emperor himself,
wearing a powerful 17th century blade of fine Italian workmanship, featuring pronounced raised false edge area with a clip point tip,
as well as raised 6" of the lower blade, one side double marked GENNOA in each of the two fullers, other side with distinctive Italian
armorer's eye-lash markings struck as a chain inside the fullers, several other struck markings towards ricasso area on each side
and at the base of Yelman' tip. Blade exhibits beautiful rich patina with areas of fine pitting. Mounted with a fantastic massive hilt of
finely cast and chiseled brass or bronze, retaining most of its original fire gold finish and featuring fabulous details throughout topped
with an impressive Emperor's bust pommel. Grip and pommel are in one piece, the cross guard is a separate piece, both having light
play on the tang. Awesome and Rare weapon built for a Noble figure but with intent of most efficient battle action if called for it.
Overall length 37". Blade length 31"

29: 17th - 18th C. Scottish Basket Hilt Broad Sword with a

USD 5,500 - 7,500

17th - 18th C. Scottish Basket Hilt Broad Sword with a Unique Blade. An amazing and rare example of an early Scottish broad sword
dating from the late 17th to mid 18th C. and most likely used during the American Revolution. Featuring a distinctive pattern iron
basket hilt with pierced decorations and a fluted wooden grip. Mounted with a unique double-edged blade of possibly one of a kind
configuration, different on both sides. With its original leather scabbards. State of the art blacksmith's work and truly a museum
quality example. Overall length 38 1/2". Blade length 31 1/4"

30: Ultra Rare 18th C. Scottish Black Watch Regiment GR

USD 12,000 - 15,000

Ultra Rare 18th C. Scottish Black Watch Regiment GR Basket Hilt Broad Sword. An exceptionally rare basket hilt example of superb
quality. Carried by an officer of the Black Watch Regiment of the King George personal bodyguard units. Having a large steel basket
guard of distinctive pattern with two large pierced letters GR under the King's crown, pommel bearing a regiment number 42 and
another marking. With its fine shark-skin covered grip bound by a thick twisted brass wire. The sword is mounted with a single-edged
blade having one narrow spinal fuller to each side. Both sides with a struck crowned GR cipher over the makers name Drury. A
museum rarity piece and a true find for any advanced collector of early Scottish weapons. Overall length 39 1/2". Blade length 32
1/4"

31: 18th C. French Revolution Era Officer's Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

18th C. French Revolution Era Officer's Sword. In its ornate brass hilt mounts having large lion-head pommel and leather covered
grip bound by twisted copper wire, mounted with lightly curved single-edged blade having very wide fuller to each side. Overall
length: 35". Blade length: 29 1/2"

32: Massive 1814 French Restoration era Imperial Guard

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Massive 1814 French Restoration era Imperial Guard PALASCHE Sword (Napoleonic). Magnificent Massive sword of Garde Du
Corps officer, Imperial body guard units, just a step in to the Restoration period from the Napoleon's empire, dated 1814 on the spine
of the huge double fullered blade. Massive fire-gilt brass hilt mounts with fine details of the Kingdom of France crest variation. Solid
and intact overall on this exceptionally Attractive and Powerful weapon. Overall length: 44 1/4". Blade length 38"
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33: Early French Napoleonic era Damascus Hussar Sword,

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Early French Napoleonic era Damascus Hussar Sword, poss. Russian or German. Interesting early cavalry or hussar officer's saber
dating from around late 18th to early 19th century, appears to be of either French or German manufacture possibly for one of the
Eastern European countries, could be Russian as well due to a hilt style also used by them in that era, having iron mounts of cavalry
pattern with its original leather covered grip showing wear and original copper twist wire loose but fully present. Wearing a wonderful
curved large fullered blade of European Damascus steel, exhibiting nice gray patina throughout with extensive etched decorations
running to the very end of the fuller, depicting humanized Moon and Sun symbols with many stars and war trophies to the lower
blade one with very interesting and rarely encountered elephant head over a spear, fine Damascus steel patterns throughout the
blade and traces of original gold gilt finish over etched decorations, few light nicks towards the tip area of the edge. With a light play
to all hilt mounts and its original iron scabbard showing wear to the black paint finish. Rare and early saber with a way better than the
average quality blade, surely made for an officer at the times. Overall length: 39 1/2". Blade length: 32 1/4"

34: 18th C. American Revolution English Cavalry Officer's

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th C. American Revolution English Cavalry Officer's Sword. A beautiful and rare example with an elaborate steel mounted hilt
having open work decorations, grip of fine stingray skin bound by a twisted copper wire. Mounted with large lightly curved blade
having wide fuller to each side, etched with unusual and high-quality decorations, including crowned ciphers, crests and mottoes,
now mostly worn. Rare saber carried by an English officer during the times of American War for Independence. Overall length: 37
1/4. Blade length: 31 3/4

35: Very Elegant French Napoleonic era English Artillery

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Elegant French Napoleonic era English Artillery Officer's Saber Sword. Lovely example of very elegant while restrained built, in
its unusual steel mounts having chiseled decorations, mounted with solid piece of a bull's horn grip fluted and shaped in a very
distinctive manner. Wearing an exceptionally well balanced, quick and deadly blade having one large and one narrow fuller to each
side, exhibiting nice original steel finish with lovely scattered patina. Solid and intact overall and with its original tooled leather
scabbard bearing a stamped maker's logo and having lovely steel mounts en suite to the hilt. Great piece of weapon built for most
efficient and quick battle action, as well as a true decoration to an officer's uniform. Overall length: 38". Blade length: 31"

36: Antique framed oil on board painting depicting fighting

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique framed oil on board painting depicting fighting soldiers on horses. Nice bright colors, great details. Unsigned. Dimensions: in
frame 20" x 25", painting without frame 17" x 22".

37: Antique framed watercolor depicting blacksmith making

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique framed watercolor depicting blacksmith making armor for medieval warrior. Fine details. Signed low right corner.
Dimensions: in frame 35" x 26", painting without frame 30" x 21".

38: Very fine French oil on canvas painting depicting armed

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Very fine French oil on canvas painting depicting armed soldier- lover listening crying women with husband. Signed and dated left
low corner. Dimensions: in frame 39" x 29", painting without frame 30" x 20".
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39: Antique Polish framed oil on canvas painting of the

USD 600 - 800

Antique Polish framed oil on canvas painting of the soldier/commander on horse. Signed "Rosa" and dated 1988. Dimensions: in
frame 31" x 24", painting without frame 26" x 19".

40: Antique bronze sculpture of a young man leaning on a

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Antique bronze sculpture of a young man leaning on a sword after French sculptor Auguste Joseph Carrier (1800-1875). Great
patina, very nice details. Signed " A. Carrier". 20" tall

41: Antique bronze sculpture of a beaded nobleman holding a

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Antique bronze sculpture of a beaded nobleman holding a pike after French sculpture Auguste Joseph Carrier ( 1800-1875).Great
patina, very nice details. Signed "A. Carrier". 24" tall

42: Amazing antique bronze of a knight killing the dragon

USD 4,500 - 6,000

Amazing antique bronze of a knight killing the dragon by Austrian sculptor Friedrich Gornik ( 1877-1943 ). Signed " F.
Gornik".Friedrich Gornik was born in 1877. Friedrich studied at the technical school in Villach, Austria. He went on to study with
Theodor Charlemont in Vienna. Friedrich then studied at the Vienna School of Applied Arts. Friedrich Gornik first created ceramic
depictions of animals, as well as designs for vases and bowls. He then went on to design large animal figures in plaster, based on
zoological studies at Tiergarten Schönbrunn, and cast by other artists. During the first World War, Friedrich specifically created
human figures and animal motifs for the 'Kunstgruppe des k.u.k. Kriegspressequartiers.' At this time he also exhibited at the Vienna
Künstlerhaus. Friedrich Gornik's 'Troika' was purchased by Emperor Franz Joseph I and is now in the Imperial Villa in Bad Ischl.
Friedrich's works are represented in several major museums including the Austrian Gallery Belvedere and the Heeresgeschichtliche
Museum in Vienna. Friedrich Gornik died in 1943. 20.5" tall

43: American Civil War Era English Made Bowie Knife with

USD 900 - 1,200

American Civil War Era English Made Bowie Knife with Etched Blade "CAMP KNIFE". In its German silver mounts with the dyed
deer stag grip and gold embossed leather scabbard. Having strong single edged blade of clip-point form. One side is fully etched
with floral scrolls and "CAMP KNIFE" inside the ribbon. Overall length: 11 1/4". Blade length: 6 1/2"

44: Circa 1830s - 1850s English California Style Etched

USD 800 - 1,200

Circa 1830s - 1850s English California Style Etched Bowie Knife Dirk by J. Lingard Sheffield. With a nice double-edged etched on
one side "Never Draw Me Without Reason, Nor Sheath Me Without Honour" surrounded by floral scrolls. Ricasso struck with makers
name. In its German silver mounts with black lacquered grip inlaid with abalone shell sections. Original gold embossed leather
scabbard in two pieces. Overall length: 8 1/4". Blade length: 4 1/2"

45: Rare Large English Sheffield Folding Dirk Bowie Knife

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare Large English Sheffield Folding Dirk Bowie Knife Circa 1820s - 1840s. Rare early example of Sheffield manufacturer made for
American market circa 1820s - 1840s of very substantial size. In its German silver mounts with fine grips. Opens and closes tightly
with a snap. Having a sturdy double-edged blade of diamond section, makers mark at ricasso. Overall length: 15 1/2". Blade length:
7"
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46: American Civil War Era Large Fighting Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

American Civil War Era Large Fighting Bowie Knife "DEATH TO ABOLITION". A massive American made example dating to the Civil
War period or slightly earlier with robust clip-point blade engraved on one side "DEATH TO ABOLITION" and lower struck with
makers name at ricasso "B.J. Humphreys". With its massive brass guard and deer stag grip. Gilt brass pommel with an American
eagle surrounded by 13 stars. An impressive and very powerful Bowie knife of early American manufacture, possibly Confederate
used. Overall length: 16 1/2". Blade length: 11"

47: 18th - 19th C. American Naval Whaling Blubber Knife

USD 300 - 500

18th - 19th C. American Naval Whaling Blubber Knife. With a broad double-edged blade of distinctive form retaining very sharp
edges. Large wooden walnut grip with a steel bolster. A very nice and clean example used by early American seamen. Overall
length: 15 1/2". Blade length: 9 1/2"

48: Circa 1650s Cromwellian English Civil War Era Soldier's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Circa 1650s Cromwellian English Civil War Era Soldier's Burgonet Helmet. A good soldier's example of the English Civil War era
helmet with original face shield bars affixed to a hinged visor. With its original ear flaps still present. The front edge features a rolled
rim lined with rivets. And the rivets which once attached the neck protector are visible at the rear. Good solid condition with aged
ware and expected oxidation.

49: Rare 15th - 16th C. English or German Archers Helmet,

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 15th - 16th C. English or German Archers Helmet, Maker Mark. A very rare early helmet worn by an English or Germanic
archer in the 1500s era. A one piece steel skull with a top central ridge. Original rivets which once held the lining are still present,
featuring a rolled rim and struck armory marking on the back edge.

50: Dated 1880 French Cuirassier Officer Parade Breast

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Dated 1880 French Cuirassier Officer Parade Breast Plate Armor. A beautiful example of a front part of a cuirass worn by a French
officer for a parade wear. Forged entirely of steel with a fabulous mirrored finish. Adorned with a large sunburst and an ornate copper
plaque in the middle. Gilt brass rivets and lion faces once holding the shoulder straps. The inside of the lower rim is well inscribed
with a manufacturer, arsenal and date.

51: Rare 17th - 18th C. Imperial Russian Breast Plate

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 17th - 18th C. Imperial Russian Breast Plate Cuirass Armor. A very heavy battle breast plate of a Russian Imperial cuirassier or
carabinier, definitely a battled with example having a strong bullet impact dent to the chest cavity. Retaining original leather covers to
the rim all around. Struck with an early Imperial two-headed eagle to the lower front. Back with traces of original lining. Probably an
18th C. example, but very well may have been used through the Napoleonic wars era.

52: Scarce 1796 Model English Officer's Presentation Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Scarce 1796 Model English Officer's Presentation Sword to a Military Medical Surgeon Edmond Sanders. Very unusual example of
1796 model English Officer's sword presented to a military medical surgeon Edmond Sanders at Bridge End on October 16th, 1800,
as stated engraved accordingly on the outside of the folding half of the kidney-shaped guard. In its gold gilt brass furniture with a
silver wire grip. Outer guard having highly unusual locking mechanism to secure the folding half of the guard in place. Mounted with
a straight single-edged large fullered blade of German manufacturer engraved J.J. Runckel Zolingen on the spine and retaining
partially worn etched decorations on both sides. Original metal-threaded tassel still present. Overall length: 39 1/2". Blade length: 31
1/4"
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53: 19th C. American Civil War Era Naval Cutlass Sword Most

USD 1,500 - 2,500

19th C. American Civil War Era Naval Cutlass Sword Most Likely Confederate Navy Used. An interesting example of naval serviced
weapon in its brass furniture with a cavalry-styled hilt having leather covered grip with wire lacking. Mounted with a very broad lightly
curved blade having large unstopped fuller to each side. In its original brass-mounted leather scabbard bearing a struck number 354
to the throat. The lower guard is also struck with a number 316. Most likely a Confederate used naval weapon. Overall length: 33".
Blade length: 26 3/4"

54: Unique French Napoleonic Anglo-Indian English Officer's

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Unique French Napoleonic Anglo-Indian English Officer's Damascus Sword Shamshir. Very unusual Anglo-Indian officer's saber
showing strong eastern influence in its shamshir like style and fine decorations of the early Napoleonic era type. Blade is slender and
shows lovely patterns of fine European Damascus steel. Rare and unusual example.Overall length: 33 1/2". Blade length: 29"

55: 1796 Model English Infantry Officer's Sword by "PROSSER

USD 700 - 1,200

1796 Model English Infantry Officer's Sword by "PROSSER LONDON Charing Cross". An interesting example by famous London
cutler in its bright steel furniture and leather covered grip bound by a triple band of twist wire. Scabbard's upper mount having
engraved makers logo on the back. Mounted with a curved narrow fullered blade which appears to be nickeled in the later era,
exhibiting multiple battle nicks on the edge. Overall length: 28 3/4". Blade length: 24"

56: 18th C. Scottish or English Broad Sword with a Cavalry

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th C. Scottish or English Broad Sword with a Cavalry Hilt and Original Scabbard. An unusual 18th C. example of a Scottish or
English cavalry broad sword wearing a very broad double-edged blade retaining partially worn inscriptions on both sides as well
floral decorations and a large cross symbol. Mounted with a cavalry style large iron hilt and shark-skinned covered grip. Massive
sword comes with its original hard leather scabbard having iron mounds en suite to the hilt. Overall length: 38 1/4". Blade length: 32
3/4"

57: Rare 15th-16th C. German Knight's (Landsknecht)

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 15th-16th C. German Knight's (Landsknecht) KATZBALGER Sidearm Short Sword. Rare early Katzbalger sword, a very
distinctive weapon used by famous and feared German Landsknechts at the early Renaissance era, having iron mounts with a large
S-shaped double ring guard with simple chiseled fluted decorations, grip bound bu old leather and appears to be lacquered over and
bordered by two large turk's head bands of iron wire, all topped with a large fluted domed pommel. Wearing a robust and sturdy
broad double edged blade of oval cross section, exhibiting heavy uniform patina and fine scattered pitting, few light battle marks to
the edges, otherwise in combat-ready condition. Light play to grip and guard, the pommel however remains intact with the tang. Very
serious and combat-efficient weapon which has surely seen some bloody action in its life. Overall length: 29 3/4". Blade length: 23
1/2"

58: Rare 18th C. Scottish Officer's Basket Hilt Broad Sword

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Rare 18th C. Scottish Officer's Basket Hilt Broad Sword for 76 Highland Regiment. A scarce Scottish basket hilt example from the
times of American Revolution having a strong steel basket guard. Engraved on the front with regiment designation and a large thistle
flower. Mounted with a strong double-edged blade, having two central fullers to each side. Original thick leather washer and a
leather-covered carved wooden grip. Comes with its original leather scabbard having iron mounts. A rare and very attractive
example. Overall length: 38 1/2"Blade . length: 30 3/4"
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59: Scarce 18th C. Irish Basket Hilt Broad Sword with

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Scarce 18th C. Irish Basket Hilt Broad Sword with Engraved Blade. Very unusual and seldom encountered example of an Irish
basket hilted sword, probably carried by an officer and featuring a 3/4 basket iron guard with Maltese cross-like pierced decorations.
Leather covered wooden grip with flat copper wire bondage. Mounted with a straight single-edged blade having wonderful quality
engraved decorations. Both sides of ricasso with a harp image typical to Irish origin weapons. In its original hard leather scabbard
having brass or copper mounts. Very rare and very attractive example. Overall length: 34 1/4". Blade length: 28"

60: Large 16th - 17th C. German or Spanish Pappenheimer

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Large 16th - 17th C. German or Spanish Pappenheimer Rapier Sword with Tomas Aiala Blade. Very large example with
Pappenheimer style iron hilt having finely pierced guard shells and symmetrical branches to each side, large fluted domed pommel
and a steel wire covered grip. Mounted with a very strong and sturdy double-edged blade of quite a unique configuration having 6
pierced holes to the lower blade followed by the narrow fuller which contains an inscription "TOMAS AIALA" on one side and "EN
TOLEDO" on the other. Further down, there are fourteen deep struck circular cavities on each side, however not going all the way
through as they do on the lower blade. All topped with a struck snowflake-like makers mark and with the matching makers mark
struck to each side of the ricasso area under the guard. Overall length: 47". Blade length: 38 1/2"

61: Large 17th C. Spanish or Italian Swept Hilt Rapier

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Large 17th C. Spanish or Italian Swept Hilt Rapier Sword. A powerful example with a very sturdy double-edged blade of diamond
section. Showing traces of the struck makers mark on the side of the ricasso by now almost entirely worn. Very strong blade.
Mounted with a large iron hilt of distinctive swept hilt pattern. Having an iron wire bound grip with braided turks heads and topped
with a massive fluted pommel. An impressive and very powerful weapon of Renaissance Era. Overall length: 48 1/4" .Blade length:
39 1/2"

62: Very Unusual 18th - 19th C. French Basket Hilt Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Unusual 18th - 19th C. French Basket Hilt Sword with a HUGE Guard. The most unusual French cavalry sword having an
enormous size iron basket guard of an intricate and complex pattern. Long grip is covered in fine shark skin and bound by a thick
iron wire, topped with a chiseled lion head pommel. Mounted with a very long straight single-edged blade of Cuirassier pallasch
pattern. Bearing struck makers marks to the lower blade. A very impressive and unique weapon of massive proportions. Overall
length: 46". Blade length: 38"

63: 16th - 17th C. Style European Spanish or Italian Estock

USD 1,000 - 1,500

16th - 17th C. Style European Spanish or Italian Estock Sword. Victorian era representation of an early Renaissance style Estock
sword used by knights as a powerful thrusting weapon for piercing through armor with a special fighting technique. Wearing a super
long armor-piercing blade of square cross-section. With its iron mounted hilt having twisted wire wrapped grip. A very large and
battle efficient weapon of the type used between the 15th and 17th C. Overall length: 54". Blade length: 43 1/2"

64: Very Large 18th -19th C. Hungarian Two-Handed

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Large 18th -19th C. Hungarian Two-Handed Processional or Parade Broad Sword. Very impressive and highly uncommon
Huge Hungarian broad sword most likely to date from the 18th to 19th century era and used for processional ceremonies or parade
wear with fancy Hungarian nobleman's outfits, having gold gilt brass mounts showing light wear and retaining most of its original gold
finish with massive lion head pommel and eagle head guard finials, the wooden grip wrapped in thick braided and gilt wired rope is
adorned with ornate brass plaque set with large multi colored glass stones, the broad cross guard is hollow inside and pierced with
three flower blossoms. Mounted with an enormous broad double edged blade of semi flexible steel, having original diamond shaped
tip, blade exhibits nice rich patina scattered over the original grey steel finish. Guard with the light play, the grip however sits firmly
on the tang. Comes with its original heavily worn fabric over wood scabbard having gilt brass mounts measuring over 3" wide, three
pressed ornaments are still visible on the worn fabric cover. Overall length: 40". Blade length: 27 1/2"
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65: Impressive 16th -17th C. Italian Baron FALCHION Hunting

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Impressive 16th -17th C. Italian Baron FALCHION Hunting Sword of Massive Proportions. Massive example of the early Italian type,
most likely to have been worn on the hunt parties by an Aristocrat during the 16th-17th century era, wearing an awesome and most
powerful multi fullered clip point blade of exceptional quality, exhibiting good original steel color with nice rich patina and fine pitting
evenly distributed throughout. With its heavy bronze furniture having chiseled and engraved decorations, topped with a wonderful
and very distinctive lion's head pommel, beefy red wood grip most likely refinished over the years. Solid and overall intact on this
very attractive and rare weapon.Overall length: 32". Blade length: 24"

66: Massive 18th C. to French Napoleonic Era Sapper's or

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Massive 18th C. to French Napoleonic Era Sapper's or Pioneer's Sword, French or Italian. Massive weapon with an exceptionally
broad single edged blade similar in shape to thous of the early beheading swords having a distinctive blunt tip, however the serrated
saw-back spine suggests this sword being used by a pioneer or a sapper, most likely dating back from the 1700s era and being of
either European or possibly even Ottoman origin. Blade exhibits heavy black patina and areas of heavy pitting, showing the
extensive age of this impressive early weapon. Having massive brass hilt of somewhat Ottoman Mamluk style, solid and heavy, built
for various survival and military tasks, showing dark mustard patina evenly distributed throughout. Overall length: 33". Blade length:
27"

67: Vintage framed oil on canvas painting depicting fightin

USD 800 - 1,000

Vintage framed oil on canvas painting depicting fighting Polish Uhlan soldiers on horses. Signed and dated " L. Rosa, 1979 ". Nice
bright colors, period frame. Dimensions: in frame 26" x 34", painting without frame 21" x 29".

68: Antique Oil on Canvas Painting of a Violent Battle Scen

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Antique Oil on Canvas Painting of a Violent Battle Scene, Style of Francesco Monti (Italian, 1685-1768). Francesco Monti detto
Brescianino delle Battaglie. Violent Battle Scene. Oil on canvas. In an Ornate Frame. Unsigned. Dimensions: in frame 41" x 27",
painting without frame 31" x 17".

69: Antique Oil on Canvas Painting of a Violent Battle Scen

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Antique Oil on Canvas Painting of a Violent Battle Scene, Style of Francesco Monti (Italian, 1685-1768). Francesco Monti detto
Brescianino delle Battaglie. Violent Battle Scene. Oil on canvas. In an Ornate Frame. Unsigned. Dimensions: in frame 41" x 27",
painting without frame 31" x 17".

70: Fine Antique Bronze Sculpture of a 16th-17th C. French

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Very Fine Antique Bronze Sculpture of a 16th-17th C. French King in Armor on Horse above Conquered Enemy Soldier. Very nice
original patina, superb details. Unsigned. 19" tall, 17" width.

71: Fine bronze sculpture of a armed knight on horse by

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Fine antique estate bronze sculpture of a armed knight on horse by listed French sculptor Emile Coriolan Hippolyte Guillemin (
1847-1907 ). Great antique patina, very fine details. 17" tall
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72: 19th C. Estate Bronze Sculpture of a Napoleon Bonaparte

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Estate Bronze Sculpture of a Napoleon Bonaparte holding Hat & Sword. Unsigned. 18" tall.

73: 17th C. Polish or English Officer's Lobster Tail Helmet

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very Good 17th C. Polish or English Officer's Lobster Tail Helmet. A better than average example most likely worn by an officer of
Polish or English army in the mid-1600s. Of complex construction having multiple separate plates affixed together by series of rivets.
With a large fully articulated lobster tail neck protector and original ear straps. Topped with a slender and very pointy spike of square
cross-section. A leather strap on the inside of the lobster tail is possibly a later replacement, rolled rims to all parts of the helmet.
Showing fine outfit patina and pitting throughout. A very attractive and good quality example.

74: A Very Attractive 18th C. Style Spanish Morion Parade

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A Very Attractive 18th C. Style Spanish Morion Parade Helmet. A beautiful example of the Spanish conquistador style Morion parade
helmet. With very ornate etched decorations over the gold gilt and blackened background. Original leather lining still fully present,
although showing heavy wear.

75: 18th - 19th C. French Napoleonic or German Complete

USD 2,500 - 3,500

18th - 19th C. French Napoleonic or German Complete Cuirass Armor with Original Lining. A very nice early battle cuirass exhibiting
blackened finish with frequent brass rivets. Brass shoulder strap holders still present and with its original lining having various
numbers and markings on both sides. Probably German or French 18th to early 19th C.

76: Circa mid-19th C. French or Belgian Battle Cuirass

USD 600 - 900

Circa mid-19th C. French or Belgian Battle Cuirass Breastplate Armor. A nice heavy breastplate of European origin hallmarked on
one of the shoulders. Definitely a battle piece.

77: American Gold Rush to Civil War Era Gambler's Traveling

USD 2,500 - 4,500

American Gold Rush to Civil War Era Gambler's Traveling Set with English Bowie Knife & Sharps Pistol. A very cool set for an
American gambler of the pre-Civil Was era, including: English Sheffield-made spear-point bowie knife with German silver mounts
and fine carved grip. A four-barrel rim fire pistol by C. SHARPS and leather-covered wooden box containing a set of bone dice and
bone poker chips as well as a clip for hiding a fifth Ace under the sleeve. In its original wooden box.

78: A Spectacular Large American Bowie Knife by "Samuel

USD 5,500 - 7,500

A Spectacular Large American Bowie Knife by "Samuel Bell, Knoxville, Tennessee" Circa 1840s - 1860s. An exceptionally
impressive large bowie of a very distinctive pattern. Having a massive spear-point blade with a narrow spinal fuller, false edge tip
and serrated back edge at the forte. One side with struck makers name. In its German silver mounts with elaborate engraved guard.
Fine grips of noble material. Rare and superb example by a famous early American blacksmith. Overall length: 17". Blade length: 11
1/2"
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79: Circa 1870s - 1890s English Sheffield Bowie Knife by

USD 500 - 700

Circa 1870s - 1890s English Sheffield Bowie Knife by "Joseph Rodgers and Sons". An interesting example possibly used by
American Indians in the late 1800s. Having its original German silver mounted leather scabbard with an addition of several hide
elements typical to American Indian usage. With its clip-point blade well maker marked and deer stag grips. Overall length: 11 1/4" .
Blade length: 5 1/2"

80: An Interesting Early American Silver Mounted Naval Dirk

USD 800 - 1,200

An Interesting Early American Silver Mounted Naval Dirk Navy Dagger. Mostly likely to date between the war of 1812 and the Civil
War having a carved bone grip and low grade silver mounts. Mounted with a double-edged blade of diamond section, etched on both
sides: on one "COLORADO..." (the rest is unclear), the other side with large letters: "RWK". In a 19th C. leather scabbard having
German silver throat. Overall length: 9 1/4". Blade length: 6"

81: Huge 1876 IXL G. Wostenholm Sheffield Bowie Knife for

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Huge 1876 IXL G. Wostenholm Sheffield Bowie Knife for USC Exposition Exhibit. An exceptionally large example made for an
exposition in 1876 with a huge clip-point blade well marked on both sides. large silver cutlery handle bearing a finely engraved
monogram on one side. Comes with a certificate of authenticity (Length on the certificate is missing "1", should be "19-3/16".) Overall
length: 19". Blade length: 13 1/4"

82: American Civil War Era or Earlier Identified

USD 3,500 - 4,500

American Civil War Era or Earlier Identified Confederate TEXAS Bowie Knife. A fascinating American made early bowie knife with an
exceptionally sturdy and robust clip-point blade having finely worked spine and struck makers marks on both sides of ricasso. Iron
cross-guard and bull-horn grip scales finished by short brass pommel scales and series of brass rivets. In its original leather
scabbard featuring a flag of Texas with the owner's name "JOHN POTTER SAN ANTONIO", another lengthy inscription to the lower
part of the scabbard. A super strong knife which must have been used during the Civil War or earlier. Overall length: 14". Blade
length: 8 1/4"

83: American Civil War Era English Made Riflemen's Bowie

USD 800 - 1,200

American Civil War Era English Made Riflemen's Bowie Knife. A scarce example with walnut wood grips, iron guard and rivets.
Mounted with a single-edged spear-point blade having false edge tip. The ricasso struck with a capital "R", possibly for riflemen
units. With a gold embellished leather scabbard having German silver throat and missing a tip. Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length:
8".

84: Beautiful 19th C. Figural Hilt French Presentation

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Beautiful 19th C. Figural Hilt French Presentation Sword, Probably Naval. Gorgeous quality presentation sword of French origin most
likely to date from around mid 1800s although could appear to be earlier or slightly later, possibly to a Naval officer being of typically
shorter length and having stylized mermaids as part of the wonderful hilt details, further featuring other intricate floral and gothic style
details all topped with a fabulous standing lion grip holding a large shield, the hilt is cast and then chiseled in brass retaining most of
its original fire gilt finish showing light wear consistent with the age. Mounted with curved large-fullered blade of lovely quality,
retaining its original mirrored polish with areas of light patina, the ricasso area was polished in the different direction from the rest of
the blade showing the original double-tone polish, bearing a struck bee-hive maker's mark. Solid and overall intact, with its original
leather scabbard having brass mounts engraved and gilded en suite with the hilt. Overall length: 32 1/2". Blade length: 26"
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85: Outstanding Quality French Napoleonic Era Pioneer

USD 6,500 - 9,500

Outstanding Quality French Napoleonic Era Pioneer Officer's Sword. This is by far the finest and most impressive example of this
very scarce sword pattern used by French sappers during the first quarter of 19th century. Without a doubt this magnificent sword is
a higher rank officer's weapon, being of superb quality and wearing a massive broad single edged blade with huge fuller to each side
and great long false edge tip area, retaining its original mirrored steel finish with very light scattered patina and featuring fabulous
bright blued and gilt panels to the lower blade with maker's logo on each side, almost no wear, the blade was preserved in fantastic
near mint condition for over 200 years. Massive solid brass hilt with fabulous rooster head pommel and feathered grip, retaining
much of the original gold gilt finish with just normal light wear considering the substantial age of the weapon. Solid overall and with its
original leather scabbard showing some wear and having gilt brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Overall length: 34 1/2". Blade length:
26 1/2"

86: Very Nice 18th C. Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus PALA

USD 5,000 - 6,000

Very Nice 18th C. Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus PALA KILIJ Sword. A beautiful example of the 18th C. Ottoman Pala saber in
gold gilt silver mounts with elaborate chased decorations. Large horn grips of traditional style. Very impressive deeply curved blade
with a pronounced raised false edge, showing very active watered patterns of Wootz Damascus steel throughout with beautiful gold
inlaid decorations and maker's marks. A very impressive weapon of Islamic warriors. Overall length: 33 3/4" . Blade length: 25 3/4"

87: Chinese Qing Dynasty 19th C. Cloisonne Enamel Mounted

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Chinese Qing Dynasty 19th C. Cloisonne Enamel Mounted Sword. A large Chinese weapon of presentation quality in full enamel
over copper mounts featuring floral decorations. Mounted with a strong single edged blade of Japanese samurai style and a large
enamel tsuba-style guard. A very large and impressive weapon. Overall length: 39 1/2". Blade length: 27 1/2"

88: Nice Quality 18th - 19th C. Islamic Persian or Turkish

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Nice Quality 18th - 19th C. Islamic Persian or Turkish Damascus Shashka Sword. A very nice quality example of either Turkish or
Persian origin. In fine silver mounts carved with floral decorations. Iron drag of the scabbard is made for more durable wear.
Mounted with the curved single edged narrow fullered blade showing active Damascus steel patterns throughout. An unusual and
very attractive example. Overall length: 35". Blade length: 28"

89: Unique 19th C. Anglo Indian Naval Presentation Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unique 19th C. Anglo Indian Naval Presentation Sword for English Navy Officer. Awesome large saber for an English Navy officer
serving in the Indian colony, having very distinctive brass mounts with a huge cup-guard featuring fabulous details outside and inside
of the guard, with a King's portrait, crests and flags with inscriptions, probably campaigns and battles. Very unique and rarely
encountered type of decorations, lovely grip bound in brownish shark skin and wire. Mounted with a very lightly curved blade bearing
a proof mark on one side of ricasso and Indian maker name on the other, blade showing nice smooth gray patina throughout. Overall
solid and intact, with its original wooden scabbard having silk fabric cover now heavily worn and very fine brass mounts en suite to
the hilt. Awesome Naval saber of Massive proportions. Overall length: 42". Blade length: 33"

90: Museum Rarity 18th C. Russian Bukhara Commander MACE

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Museum Rarity 18th C. Russian Bukhara Commander MACE with Turquoise Stones. Russian Empire, Central Asia - Bukhara
(Uzbekistan) 18th century. This type of maces served as a symbol of High Rank and a reminder of Power of its owner. In silver
mounts with multiple Turquoise stones and one Ruby on top. Original fabric to the grip showing wear. The mace head is of native
Hard stone, possibly Jade. Super rare and Authentic piece of weapon, fit to be in a Museum, carried by an Army Commander or a
Noble figure of significant Military position, a Chief of the Clan perhaps or someone of that nature. Overall length: 28 1/2" Head: 5" x
2 1/2"
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91: 18th C. American Revolution Era Cuttoe Hunting Sword

USD 700 - 900

18th C. American Revolution Era Cuttoe Hunting Sword. A large early example of European origin of the type widely used during
American Revolution by officers on either side. Mounted with a broad double edged blade with oval section. Engraved on both sides
with war trophies, running fox and number "1414" which represents a passage from Bible. In its brass mounts with engraved
decorations and very fine carved grip of dyed green noble material. Similar to the type used by George Washington during American
War for Independence. Overall length: 30"Blade . length: 23 1/2"

92: Very Rare Chinese 17th - 18th C. Qing Dynasty Battle

USD 4,000 - 5,000

Very Rare Chinese 17th - 18th C. Qing Dynasty Battle Mace with Dragon Design. Massive bronze mounted example with a large iron
head chiseled with dragon motifs and exhibiting green lacquered finish, by now heavily worn. Mounted on its iron shaft with a
massive hilt of the same material as the head. The grip is wrapped in heavy braided cord. A rare and very impressive weapon.
Overall length: 26". Head: 6" x 4"

93: Rare 17th - 18th C. Indian SHISHPAR Battle Mace with

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Rare 17th - 18th C. Indian SHISHPAR Battle Mace with KHANDA Sword Hilt. Rare early example of the Indian battle-mace weapon
"Shishpar" used by skilled warrior for fighting through armored troops, armed with a 8-flang steel head topped with an armor-piercing
spike, exhibiting heavy but smooth patina with occasional fine pitting, the edges of several flangs with dents indicating on period
usage against armor. Mounted on the well balanced steel shaft with a large Khanda sword hilt of early type, some light chiseled art
work around the broad guard and at the base of the large pommel spike designed to be used for two handed grip at the battle. Grip
with original old ox chords still present and intact. Powerful and very battle-efficient weapon of early Hindu and Muslim warriors.
Overall length: 36" Spike: 3 1/2". Head: 4" x 5"

94: Very Rare 17th-18th C. Indian Sword Hilted Battle Mace

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Rare 17th-18th C. Indian Sword Hilted Battle Mace - Likely WOOTZ. A very rare and seldom encountered variation of the early
Indian battle-mace, percussion weapon designed for breaking through helmets and armor and meant to be handled by a very skilled
warrior of greater than average strength and superb fighting technique. Mounted on a traditional Indian Tulwar hilt with a strong steel
rod shaft topped with a beautiful mirror-polished ball head and a large spike for thrusting. The head and shaft are most likely of
Wootz steel as such rare weapon would surely not be made of a regular or weaker steel, however it has received multiple polishing
over its extended life and no pattern is visible by now, but the strength and density of the steel surely suggests its complex
Damascus structure. Solid and overall intact on this Awesome and very Rare early example. Overall length: 33 Spike: 5 1/4" Ball: 2
1/2" in diameter

95: Very Large and Ornate European Steel Shield of

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Large and Ornate European Steel Shield of 16th-17th C. Style . A very large and beautiful Victorian era representation of the
early Renaissance shield most likely carried by a King or a Royal figure of the era. Well forged of the one solid steel piece with rolled
borders and Fantastic quality etched decorations over fainted gilt background. Gorgeous piece of armor, will make a centerpiece of
any Arms and Armor collection display.Diameter is 24 1/2".

96: Antique Oil Panting of European General by George

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Antique Oil Panting of European General by George Emanuel Opiz, dated 1829. Dimensions: in frame 36.5" x 30", painting without
frame 28" x 22"
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97: Very fine 17th-18th C antique European ( probably

USD 800 - 1,200

Very fine 17th-18th Century antique European ( probably Italian ) oil on canvas painting of young beautiful woman. Some age paint
craizing . Dimensions: in frame 30" x 26", painting without frame - 19" x 14".

98: Art Nouveau 3D bronze vase depicting three young nude

USD 700 - 900

Art Nouveau 3D bronze vase depicting three young nude women. 28" tall.

99: Antique multi-color oriental bronze of Arab with rifle

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Beautiful antique multi-color oriental bronze of Arab with rifle "L' Alerte" by German sculptor Henri Weiss ( 19/20th century ). 21.5" tall

100: Estate antique amazing multi-color oriental bronze " La

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Estate antique amazing multi-color oriental bronze " La Vedette" ( "Patrol" ) by listed German sculptor Henri Weiss ( 19/20th century
). 21.5" tall.

101: A Set of Indian 17th - 18th C. Troopers CHAR-AINA Armor

USD 600 - 800

A Set of Indian 17th - 18th C. Troopers CHAR-AINA Armor Plates. Forged entirely of steel, each plate hinged to the next, all with
rolled borders and profiled buckles. Original condition early battle armor.

102: A Set of Indian 17th - 18th C. Troopers CHAR-AINA Armor

USD 700 - 900

A Set of Indian 17th - 18th C. Troopers CHAR-AINA Armor Plates. Forged entirely of steel, each plate hinged to the next, all with
rolled borders and profiled buckles. Original condition early battle armor.

103: 19th C. India Khula-Khud Helmet with Chain Mail Armor

USD 700 - 900

19th C. India Khula-Khud Helmet with Chain Mail Armor. One piece steel bowl fully etched with Indo-Persian motifs and calligraphy.
Mounted with a strong top spike to be used as a thrusting weapon. Original chain mail neck armor still present.

104: 18th-19th C Southeast Asian LANTAKA Large Pirate Cannon

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th-19th C. Southeast Asian LANTAKA Large Pirate's Cannon + Powder Horn. An interesting example mounted on a wheeled
carriage and bearing an unusual cipher on top, blackened throughout. Comes with its original huge powder horn. Cannon length: 37
3/4". Powder Horn length: 15"
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105: Circa 1850 Very Rare Large English Sheffield Bowie

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Circa 1850 Very Rare Large English Sheffield Bowie Knife by G. Woodhead. An impressive and rare example made for the
American market and predating the Civil War period. In its German silver mounts with a half-horse, half-alligator pommel motif and
deer stag grips. Mounted with a large clip-point blade with well-preserved maker's marks at ricasso. In its original leather scabbard.
Overall length: 15 1/2". Blade length: 11"

106: A Large 19th C. English Sheffield Bowie Knife by James

USD 3,000 - 5,500

A Large 19th C. English Sheffield Bowie Knife by James & Lowe for American Market. Beautiful large bowie with a massive clip-point
blade having finely worked spine and engraved American eagle on one side, lower blade struck with the maker's name. In its
German silver mounts with a beautiful large horse-head pommel and one piece deer stag grip.Overall length: 16". Blade length: 9
3/4"

107: 19th C. English Sheffield Made Dirk Bowie Knife for

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. English Sheffield Made Dirk Bowie Knife for American Market, Etched and Blued Blade. A scarce example with a
double-edged blade of diamond section, once entirely blued and gilt, now showing considerable ware. One side with etched panels,
depicting a motto: "FOR THE PROTECTION" among floral scrolls. Ricasso struck with maker's name. In German silver mounts with
fine, but tired grip and elaborate details to the pommel. Overall length: 10 1/4". Blade length: 6"

108: 19th C. English Sheffield Dirk Bowie Knife for American

USD 500 - 700

19th C. English Sheffield Dirk Bowie Knife for American Civil War Market. With a standard export style silver cutlery handle and a
sturdy double-edged blade of diamond section. Well maker mark: "Slater Brothers Sheffield" at ricasso. With its original leather
scabbard. Overall length: 10". Blade length: 5 1/2"

109: An Unusual 19th C. English Dirk Bowie Knife "TALLY-HO!"

USD 300 - 500

An Unusual 19th C. English Dirk Bowie Knife "TALLY-HO!" by Wostenholm Sheffield. A small deer stag handle dirk with uncommon
maker's mark on its double-edged blade of diamond section. In a well matched leather scabbard with German silver mounts. Overall
length: 12". Blade length: 4"

110: 17th - 18th C. Islamic Afghanistan POULOWAR Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

17th - 18th C. Islamic Afghanistan POULOWAR Sword. An early example mounted with a powerful and very sturdy blade having a
slightly raised false edge tip area. Interesting early engraved decorations to the lower blade. With a chiseled steel hilt of distinctive
pattern. Overall length: 34". Blade length: 28 1/2"

111: Rare 17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian Large PATA Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian Large PATA Sword. An impressive early example of this fascinating Mughal weapon. Having an
iron gauntlet hilt stylized as a elephant head. Mounted with a very long broad double-edged blade affixed to the gauntlet by 8 iron
rivets each having a brass washer. An exceptionally impressive and rare weapon. Overall length: 56". Blade length: 39 1/2"
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112: Rare 17th C. Indian Islamic Deccan Era Fighting BHUJ

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Rare 17th C. Indian Islamic Deccan Era Fighting BHUJ Dagger Sword of Early Wootz. Very rare and seldom encountered Battle
weapon dating from the 1600s Deccan era, fully functional in oppose to most later fancy examples, this one built for most serious
and efficient two-handed combat action, wearing a lovely recurved blade of very distinctive form showing fine watered patterns of
early Wootz steel. Having reinforced spine and mounted on a very strong steel shaft bearing a very long early inscription and
housing a long spiked dagger in its shaft for two handed operation in combat. Very rare and early Indian weapon, feels fantastic and
extremely deadly in hands. Overall length: 40 1/2". Blade length: 11 1/4". Spike length: 12 1/2"

113: Good Complete 19th C. Arabic Sudanese KASKARA Broad

USD 400 - 600

Good Complete 19th C. Arabic Sudanese KASKARA Broad Sword. A very good example of substantial size, having an alligator skin
grip and embossed leather scabbard. Large hand-forged steel cross-guard and a very strong and sturdy brad double-edged blade
with multiple fullers to each side. Blade is marked on both sides with two half-moon symbols imitating early Germanic maker marks.
With its original belt and trimmings. A better than average specimen. Overall length: 41". Blade length: 33 1/4"

114: Good Late 19th C. Chinese Boxer Rebellion Period Large

USD 800 - 1,200

Good Late 19th C. Chinese Boxer Rebellion Period Large DAO Fighting Sword. Nice large example of the Chinese fighting Dao
dating from the Boxer Rebellion era of late 19th to beginning of 20th century, still retaining its original fabric cover to brass mounted
scabbard and a carrying rope, drag lacking. With unusual brass mounts to hilt an scabbard, two piece wooden grip with a through
hole for wrist lace and large iron guard of traditional disked form. Mounted with a large multi fullered blade of typical shape having
broadened and lightly curved tip, exhibiting original steel color with areas of scattered patina and wear. Real fighting sword which
certainly has seen plenty of combat action in its life. Overall length: 35 1/2". Blade length: 28"

115: Good 18th C. English Crossbow Maker Marked Lock

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Good 18th C. English Crossbow Maker Marked Lock. A large example with a strong steel bow and a good carved wooden stock.
Lock bearing maker's name and other engraved decorations. Several numbers and marking to the butt of the stock. 18th C. or
earlier. Overall length: 31". Bow length: 33 1/4"

116: 17th - 18th C. Large German Bone Inlaid Crossbow

USD 3,000 - 4,000

17th - 18th C. Large German Bone Inlaid Crossbow. A very elaborate large crossbow used by German warriors profusely inlaid with
intricate designs. The bow is of exceptional thickness and strength. Overall length: 30 1/4". Bow length: 25 3/4"

117: Fine 19th C. Indonesian Borneo PARANG NABUR Sword with

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine 19th C. Indonesian Borneo PARANG NABUR Sword with KILIJ Blade. A very attractive example of better than average quality
with heavy brass mounts to the hilt and finely carved and checkered horn grip. Mounted with a beautiful quality deeply curved blade
of Kilij style, strong and very sturdy. In its lacquered wooden scabbard with ornate silver mounts. Overall length: 25 1/2". Blade
length: 19"

118: A Rare 18th - 19th C. Nepalese KUKRI Knife Sword with

USD 600 - 800

A Rare 18th - 19th C. Nepalese KUKRI Knife Sword with Fine Carved Horn Grip. A highly unusual early example with a traditional
broad down-curved blade featuring 2 sets of markings to each side resembling those of famous Venetian makers of the 17th and
early 18th C. famed for the high quality of their blades. Mounted with an outstanding quality carved horn grip. Featuring a mystical
beast-head pommel. Exceptionally rare and early Kukri. Overall length: 18 1/2". Blade length: 14 1/2"
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119: 19th C. Indian PATA Sword With Extensive Silver

USD 700 - 900

19th C. Indian PATA Sword With Extensive Silver Koftgari Decorations. With one piece forged steel gauntlet hilt with brass overlaid
borders and extensive silver Koftgari work. Mounted with long broad semi-flexible double-edged blade. Overall length: 41". Blade
length: 29 3/4"

120: 19th C. Indian PATA Sword With Extensive Silver

USD 700 - 900

19th C. Indian PATA Sword With Extensive Silver Koftgari Decorations. With one piece forged steel gauntlet hilt with brass overlaid
borders and extensive silver Koftgari work. Mounted with long broad semi-flexible double-edged blade. Overall length: 42". Blade
length: 29 3/4"

121: 19th C. Indian All Steel Silver Inlaid DHAL Shield

USD 400 - 600

19th C. Indian All Steel Silver Inlaid DHAL Shield. One piece forge steel with rolled borders. Decorated with silver Koftgari work
depicting India n soldiers with swords. Partially worn original cushion at the back. In diameter: 14 1/2"

122: Antique very fine bronze sculpture " Romeo et Juliette"

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Antique very fine bronze sculpture " Romeo et Juliette" by listed French sculptor Guillaume Deniere ( 1815-1903 ). Great original
patina. 23" tall.

123: Antique very fine bronze sculpture " Faust de

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Antique very fine bronze sculpture " Faust de Marguerite" by listed French sculptor Guillaume Deniere ( 1815-1903). Nice original
patina. 23" tall

124: Spectacular antique bronze on marble base of soldier

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Spectacular antique bronze on marble base of soldier on horse. Unsigned. 25" tall, 20" width.

125: 1879 oil on canvas painting of war scene by well listed

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Fine antique 1879 oil on canvas painting of war scene by well listed English artist Robert Alexander Hillingford (1828-1904). Signed
and dated. Dimensions: in frame 62" x 30", painting without frame 56" x 24.5"
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126: Vintage oil on canvas painting " Lovers"

USD 600 - 900

Vintage oil on canvas painting " Lovers". Signed. Very fine gold ornate frame. Dimensions: in frame 50" x 40", painting without frame
- 40" x 30"

127: Fine Antique Oil on Canvas painting of Knight in Armor

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Fine antique oil on canvas painting of armed with a sword knight in full armor. Tiny repairs on the back of the canvas. Beautiful gold
ornate frame. Dimensions: in frame 26" x 21.5", painting without frame 20" x 16"

128: 16th-17th C. German "Dusage" or "Sinclare" Horseman's

USD 3,000 - 4,000

16th-17th C. German "Dusage" or "Sinclare" Horseman's Saber Sword. Rare early Germanic horseman's saber with its complex hilt
mounts having large sail guard and a basket hilt construction, with iron wire grip and large pyramid shaped pommel. Mounted with a
lightly curved blade with light fuller to each side, struck with a maker's mark at ricasso. Very good condition considering extensive
age of the weapon, solid overall with nice patina and wear. Overall length: 36 1/2" . Blade length: 32"

129: 18th C. Officers Sword, Probably English from American

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th C. Officers Sword, Probably English from American Revolution. A unique example of the American Revolution era English
officers saber, having an open worked Sail-guard with wonderful details, bull horn grip fluted for better grasp. Mounted with a
German manufacture blade marked to "J.J. Runkel Solingen" and featuring very nice 18th century style decorations, well preserved
and very distinctive. In lovely condition overall with light pitting and patina consistent with the age. Overall length: 35 1/4". Blade
length: 30"

130: 18th C. Italian Schiavona Basket Hilted Cavalry Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

18th C. Italian Schiavona Basket Hilted Cavalry Sword. An unusual example mounted with a broad lightly curved single-edged blade
with three fullers to each side. Having a traditional multi-branched basket hilt with a brass cat's head pommel showing a crown and a
star. Leather covered wooden grip. Early and uncommon horseman's example. Overall length: 38 1/4". Blade length: 32"

131: 17th - 18th C. Spanish or Italian Main Gauche with

USD 1,500 - 2,500

17th - 18th C. Spanish or Italian Main Gauche with Family Crest on the Guard. Very nice early example of a left hand parrying
dagger with its traditional large sail guard with intricately embossed family crest and a very long cross-guard with chiseled ends.
Mounted with a large and sturdy double-edged blade. Typically broadened at the ricasso area. An interesting and early piece of
weapon. Most likely Spanish or Italian in origin. Overall length: 21". Blade length: 14 3/4"

132: 16th - 17th C. Polish or German Battle War Hammer -

USD 3,500 - 4,500

16th - 17th C. Polish or German Battle War Hammer - Helmet Breaker. A vicious weapon used by either Germanic or Eastern
European warriors for breaking through helmets and heavy armor. With its powerful armor-piercing blade having a hammer-head
back. Mounted on a solid steel rod with a leather covered wooden grip bordered by parallel round disked guard and pommel. A
powerful and deadly weapon. Overall length: 22". Head length: 8"
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133: Rare 15th - 16th C. German Saxon Left Hand Dagger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 15th - 16th C. German Saxon Left Hand Dagger. A rare early example used by the Saxon knights in the 1400s to 1500s era.
With its robust steel mounts and shark-skinned covered grip. Mounted with a very strong and exceptionally sturdy double-edged
large fullered blade, having a reinforced tip for piercing through armor. A rare and desirable weapon. Overall length: 16". Blade
length: 11"

134: 15th - 16th C. Northern Italian Type Cinquedea Civilian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

15th - 16th C. Northern Italian Type Cinquedea Civilian Short Sword Dagger. A very nice steel mounted example with a broad
double-edged blade having four fullers to each side running the entire length. With chiseled details to the guard and large fluted
wheel pommel. Grip of very old wood with steel vertical bars, having parallel chiseled strips. The cinquedea is a civilian short sword
(or long dagger). It was developed in northern Italy and enjoyed a period of popularity during the Italian renaissance of the 15th and
early 16th centuries. The name cinquedea means "five fingers", and it describes the width of the blade next to the guard. The blade
was heavy, about 45 cm (18 in) in length, and tapered to a somewhat rounded point. The grip was simple with a small pommel, and
the guard was curved with the concave side toward the point. There were typically several fullers along the wider sides of the blade
to lighten the weapon. The wide blade was useful for decorative etching. The wide blade was also used for attacking rather than the
point of the blade. This weapon was varied in size, being anywhere in size from 10" to 28". It was often carried in place of a knife or
larger sword. It is depicted in period art as sometimes being carried horizontally next to the buttocks so that it could be drawn
laterally from the back. The cinqueda was able to deal cutting blows unlike most other daggers because of its size and shape.
Overall length: 20 1/4". Blade length: 14 1/4"

135: 16th - 17th C. Polish or German Battle War Hammer -

USD 3,500 - 4,500

16th - 17th C. Polish or German Battle War Hammer - Helmet Breaker. A vicious weapon used by either Germanic or Eastern
European warriors for breaking through helmets and heavy armor. With its powerful armor-piercing blade having an unusual ribbed
ball hammer-head back. Mounted on a solid steel shaft of square section with twisted middle section. Having a long belt clip attached
by two rivets under the head. All with simple chiseled geometrical decorations. And with a cord wrapped wooden grip bordered by
two parallel round steel disks. A rare early example of a unusual and seldom encountered form. Overall length: 21", Head length: 5"

136: 17th - 18th C. Irish English Fighting Battle Axe

USD 1,000 - 1,500

17th - 18th C. Irish English Fighting Battle Axe. An interesting early fighting axe having a strong hand-forged head with pierced
clover leaf and engraved letter B within a heart symbol to each side. On its original wooden shaft showing extensive age and patina.
Overall length: 20 3/4". Head length: 5 3/4"

137: 17th - 18th C. Polish or Hungarian Chekan Fighting Axe

USD 300 - 500

17th - 18th C. Polish or Hungarian Chekan Fighting Axe. An early eastern European fighting axe. With a hand-forged blade and later
wooden shaft. Having brass decorations. Overall length: 22", Head length: 5 1/4"

138: 17th C. Main Gauche Left Hand Dagger Spanish French or

USD 1,000 - 1,500

17th C. Main Gauche Left Hand Dagger Spanish French or Italian. A large left hand dagger of European origin with all steel mounts
having wire-wrap grip. Mounted with a long and very thrust-worthy sturdy double-edged blade of diamond cross-section. Overall
length: 17 3/4". Blade length: 12 1/4"
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139: Very Large 19th C. Backplate for Cuirass Armor, French

USD 400 - 600

Very Large 19th C. Backplate for Cuirass Armor, French or German. An exceptionally large backplate of an European cuirass worn
by a soldier of much bigger than average proportions, measuring 20" in height and 14 3/4" at the shoulders. Most likely to date from
around mid-1800s.

140: Complete French Napoleonic 1814 Dated Trooper's Cuirass

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Complete French Napoleonic 1814 Dated Trooper's Cuirass Armor. A nice complete battle cuirass of heavy construction inscribed
and dated on the lower inside edge of both parts. The breastplate bearing a struck number 569 on one side. First Empire period
worn by a Napoleonic trooper.

141: Rare 17th-18th C. Spanish Conquistadors Morion Helmet

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Spanish Conquistadors Morion Helmet. An impressive large example retaining its original scaled chin straps and
decorated with series of brass flowers around the skull. Small puncture at the back of the top ridge most likely obtained in battle.

142: Rare and Fine 17th C. Polish or English Lobster Tail

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare and Fine 17th C. Polish or English Lobster Tail Helmet. A very attractive example of 17th C. officer's lobster tail helmet of a
distinctive and seldom encountered pattern. Most likely of Polish origin, but could possibly be a variation used by Cromwellian
officers during the English Civil War. Having fully articulated lobster tail neck guard and large pierced ear-flaps. Also featuring an
adjustable nasal guard which slides through the visor. A unique ringed top instead of the more common spike. Inside shows
blackened finish and possibly later leather strips holding the ear pieces. A very handsome and rare example.

143: Circa 1830s - 1860s Very Large American Bowie Knife,

USD 800 - 1,200

Circa 1830s - 1860s Very Large American Bowie Knife, Possibly Confederate Used in Civil War. A very well-built example of an early
American fighting bowie knife. Having an exceptionally long clip-point blade free of markings or decorations. Strong steel mounts to
the deer stag gripped handle. In its original leather scabbard embossed with arrow shaped decorations and owner's initials: "K. R."
Most likely made and used around Gold Rush era all the way to the Civil War. Overall length: 19 1/2". Blade length: 13"

144: 19th C. American Civil War Era Confederate D-Guard

USD 600 - 900

19th C. American Civil War Era Confederate D-Guard Bowie Knife. A nice large homemade example of the Southern style D-guard
bowie most likely crafted and used by a Confederate soldier during the Civil War. Having a dark wood grip with iron hilt mounts. And
mounted with the long sturdy blade of clip-point form. One side of the lower blade baring struck markings, possibly owner's initials.
Overall length: 17". Blade length: 12 3/4"

145: 19th C. Trade Bowie Knife Made for Cheyenne Native

USD 600 - 800

19th C. Trade Bowie Knife Made for Cheyenne Native American Indians. An interesting example of the American made bowie knife
used for trade with Native Indian tribes. This one particularly made for and probably later used by the Cheyenne people of the Great
Plains tribes. With a strong clip-point blade and deer stag grip having brass mounts. Deer or elk hide scabbard pinned by a series of
brass tacks and painted at the front with a tribe name and stars. Overall length: 13 1/4". Blade length: 8 1/4"
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146: Circa 1830s - 1860s Huge American Gold Digger's Bowie

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Circa 1830s - 1860s Huge American Gold Digger's Bowie Knife, Possibly Confederate Used in Civil War. A massive early American
made bowie knife. Probably made and used by a gold digger or an early American frontier during the Gold Rush Era. Of exceptional
proportions, having a very long re-curved clip-point blade, built for a variety of heavy duty tasks. With its iron hilt mounts and large
elk stag grip. In its original leather scabbard embossed with primitive decorations. A short sword rather than a knife that will take your
head off in an instant. Overall length: 22". Blade length: 17"

147: 19 C. Early American or French Fighting Knife Dagger

USD 500 - 700

19 C. Early American or French Fighting Knife Dagger. Well built large fighting dagger from around the early to mid-1800s. Bearing a
powerful double-edged blade with a narrow central fuller to each side. With its steel hilt mounts and fluted-carved horn grip. With its
original leather scabbard. Well-constructed dagger built for serious fighting action. Overall length: 15"Blade length: 10 1/2"

148: Early to Mid 19th C. American Frontier's Made Fighting

USD 600 - 800

Early to Mid 19th C. American Frontier's Made Fighting Bowie Knife Dagger. A strong example of an early American made bowie
knife most likely built and used by a frontier or mountain man during early to mid 1800s. Featuring a broad double-edged blade of
oval section and a strong brass mounted hilt with an elk stag grip. In its original leather scabbard. Possibly used through the
American Civil War by either of the sides. Overall length:16". Blade length: 10 1/2"

149: Early American Gold Rush Era Bowie Knife with Etched

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Early American Gold Rush Era Bowie Knife with Etched Blade "The Gold Seeker's Protector". A nice early example dating from
around 1830s to 1850s era with a long clip-point blade of very elegant form. Front side with lengthy etched panel "The Gold Seeker's
Protector" within a ribbon surrounded by floral scrolls. With its German silver mounts and nice deer stag grip. Overall length: 13 1/2".
Blade length: 8 1/2"

150: 19th C. German or American Early Hunting Knife

USD 400 - 600

19th C. German or American Early Hunting Knife. A well-built example of an early hunting knife made by either American or German
cutler. Having a strong single-edged blade of somewhat oval section. Steel cross-guard with stylized acorn finials. Lovely deer stag
grips. A well-built early dagger. Overall length:15" Blade length: 10"

151: 17th - 18th C. Scottish Highlanders Dirk Dagger Hunting

USD 1,200 - 1,800

17th - 18th C. Scottish Highlanders Dirk Dagger Hunting Knife. A very early large example of the Scottish Dirk, possibly of military or
hunting service. With a massive elk stag grip, having iron or steel mounts. Mounted with a powerful robust blade of distinctive style,
having a long false edge area and serrated spine. In possibly later leather scabbard built specifically for this early dagger. Overall
length: 19". Blade length: 12"

152: Multi-color antique bronze with moving parts " Pair Of

USD 15,000 - 25,000

Magnificent multi-color antique bronze with moving parts " Pair Of Jousting Knights" by well listed French sculptor Daniel Joseph
Bacque ( 1874-1947 ). Similar sold on Sotheby's London 11/23/2010 for $21990. 32" width, 20" tall.
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153: Magnificent antique 1873 bronze "Le Part -Etendard

USD 8,000 - 10,000

Magnificent antique 1873 bronze "Le Part -Etendard Reichsoffen" by listed French sculptor Arthur Le Duc ( 1848-1918 ). Signed and
dated. 24" tall, 23" width.

154: Antique bronzes depicting armed German soldiers by

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very fine pair antique bronzes depicting armed German soldiers by listed German sculptor Heinrich ( Hans ) Wadere ( 1865-1950).
Signed and dated. 23" tall each.

155: Beautiful Large oil on canvas painting of Turkish

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful oil on canvas painting of Turkish Sultan with his harem. Very fine ornate frame. Signed. Dimensions: in frame 61" x 49",
painting without frame - 48" x 36"

156: Antique European oil on board painting of a soldier

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Antique European oil on board painting of a soldier following prisoners to the castle. Magnificent ornate gold frame. Signed and
dated.

157: Very fine antique oil on canvas painting of boy and

USD 600 - 900

Very fine antique oil on canvas painting of boy and girl with umbrella. Unsigned.

158: 17th - 18th C. Italian or French Gunner's Stiletto

USD 1,500 - 2,500

17th-18th C. Italian or French Gunner's Stiletto Dagger. A very good early example of quite a substantial length and quality. Wearing
a vicious thrusting blade of triangular section. Having a measuring scale on the flat side of the blade and a finely worked ricasso
area. iron mounted hilt with chiseled twisted finials and pommel. And with its beautiful carved horn grip inlaid with multiple bone dots
and fitted with brass wire and ferrule. A really beautiful early Stiletto, identical to the museum example featured in the book. Overall
length: 16". Blade length: 10 1/2"

159: 16th - 17th C. Italian or German Possibly Saxon

USD 1,000 - 1,500

16th - 17th C. Italian or German Possibly Saxon Stiletto Dagger. Very early and well-built example with a heavy solid steel hilt and
impressive guard with large ball finials. Mounted with exceptionally thrust-worthy armor piercing blade of hollow ground square
section. Most likely a 16th C. piece of rare form and style. Overall length:14 1/4". Blade length: 8 1/2"
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160: A Rare 18th - 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish SHAMSHIR

USD 3,500 - 4,500

A Rare 18th - 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish SHAMSHIR Sword. A beautiful and unusual example of the Ottoman Empire
shamshir saber having an extensive coral and brass inlays into the traditionally carved horn grips of the hilt. In its silver mounts finely
carved with floral decorations. Mounted with a deeply curved single-edged blade showing very faint water patterns of the Wootz
Damascus steel. A fine sword with exceptionally rare hilt decorations. Overall length:35 1/4". Blade length: 29"

161: 18th - 19th C. Persian Islamic Qajar Dynasty SHAMSHIR

USD 1,200 - 1,800

18th - 19th C. Persian Islamic Qajar Dynasty SHAMSHIR KILIJ Sword. A very exciting Persian saber having a broad re-curved blade
with a pronounced raised tip area in a kilij manner. The entire blade is profusely engraved with calligraphy, floral and animal motifs.
With its solid steel hilt showing heavy wear to silver inlaid decorations. Overall length: 33 1/2". Blade length: 28 1/2"

162: 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Officer's SHAMSHIR

USD 2,000 - 3,000

19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Officer's SHAMSHIR Sword with Damascus Blade. A very attractive example in gold gilt silver
mounts each stamped with Tugra arsenal hallmarks. Bone grips of traditional style showing lovely aged patina. Mounted with an
elegant lightly curved blade forged of good European Damascus steel. With blued and gilt panels to the lower blade. Drag of the
scabbard lacking, otherwise a beautiful saber for a Turkish officer of status and rank. Overall length: 38", Blade length: 31 1/2"

163: Early 19th C. French Napoleonic Era English General

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Early 19th C. French Napoleonic Era English General Officer's Jeweled MAMLUK Shamshir Sword. A unique and very attractive
example in its brass furniture and pistol-shape grip executed in a style of the Ottoman Turkish Shamshir sabers. Hilt adorned with
large ruby-color stones to the front and finials of the guard. Mounted with a lightly curved unfullered blade, having three struck dots at
one side of ricasso, no other marking or decorations to the blade. Overall length: 39 1/2". Blade length: 32"

164: Circa 1820s - 1830s English General Officer's Mamluk

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Circa 1820s - 1830s English General Officer's Mamluk Shamshir Style Sword. A lovely example with richly gilt brass mounts having
wonderful chiseled decorations including a fine King's cipher to both sides of the guard. Fine grips of noble material. Mounted with an
elegant unfullered blade having a distinctive and very long raised false edged tip area. Executed in a traditional Ottoman shamshir
style in its steel scabbard. A handsome piece of weapon. Overall length: 38 1/4". Blade length: 31 1/2"

165: 19th C. English General Officer's Mamluk Shamshir Style

USD 1,000 - 1,500

19th C. English General Officer's Mamluk Shamshir Style Sword. Executed in a style of the Ottoman Shamshir sabers, this large
example features a beautiful, deeply curved blade of German manufacturer with three deep fullers to each side, marked "Zolengen"
at the lower spine. In its gilt brass hilt furniture with finely braided knot tassel. With its gilt solid brass scabbard bearing a London
royal maker foundry logo to the upper part. Overall length: 36 3/4". Blade length: 30"

166: French Napoleonic Mamluk Officer's Damascus Sword in

USD 1,000 - 1,500

French Napoleonic Mamluk Officer's Damascus Sword in Turkish Shamshir Style. An early French First Empire officer's saber
executed in the style of Ottoman kilij having brass hilt mounts with wonderful details chiseled and cast high relief. Bull horn grips of
pistol shape. Mounted with the wide large fullered blade of European Damascus steel showing active layered patterns throughout.
Leather over wood scabbard showing extensive wear and having iron suspension mounts. Overall length: 39". Overall length: 33 1/2"
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167: 19th C. Hungarian Officer's Damascus Lion Head Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Hungarian Officer's Damascus Lion Head Sword. A large Hungarian cavalry officer saber which could be compared in size to
the German Grosser's sabers. In its brass mounts with a lion head pommel and a very cool Hungarian warrior's head to the front
langet. Leather covered grip retaining its original silver braided wire. Mounted with a large wide fullered blade of European
Damascus steel. Overall length: 38 1/2", Blade length: 31 1/2"

168: 19th C. to WWI German Navy Officer's Damascus Sword

USD 1,200 - 1,800

19th C. to WWI German Navy Officer's Damascus Sword. In its gilt brass mounts with two folding guard clam shells and a beautifully
detailed lion's head pommel having one ruby and one emerald eye representing marine navigation lights. Fine grip of noble material
bound by a gilt brass wire. Mounted with a lightly curved quill-back blade of good German Damascus steel. Featuring very fine
deeply etched panels with wonderful details. Lower ricasso bearing a struck knight's head maker's mark. A retailer's name is also
struck on the lower spine. Overall length: 35 1/4", Blade length: 30"

169: An Attractive French Napoleonic Era Officer's Cuirass

USD 2,000 - 3,000

An Attractive French Napoleonic Era Officer's Cuirass Armor. Consisting of a strong heavy steel breastplate adorned with a large gilt
brass sunburst plaque with a crown shield, and having frequent brass rivets all around the rim. Lighter steel backplate with matching
frequent brass rivets. An early example most likely to date from Napoleonic era.

170: Dated 1816 French Napoleonic Era Trooper's Cuirass

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Dated 1816 French Napoleonic Era Trooper's Cuirass Armor. Rare early example consisting of strong steel breastplate and
backplate, both with frequent brass rivets. Breastplate with arsenal markings and date 1816 later re-issued in 1820, retaining its
original lining. Backplate is hallmarked on the lower side and features punctured battle mark at the liver area of the back. Very cool
battled with example.

171: French Napoleonic Era Cuirass Armor Backplate with

USD 600 - 800

French Napoleonic Era Cuirass Armor Backplate with Lining. Rare early backplate from Napoleonic era cuirass made of steel with
frequent brass rivets. Still retaining its original lining. This rare backplate will greatly compliment your Napoleonic era breastplate in
your collection.

172: 19th C. to WWI Islamic Ottoman Turkish Soldier's Helmet

USD 600 - 900

19th C. to WWI Islamic Ottoman Turkish Soldier's Helmet. Forged entirely of lighter gauge steel with rolled borders and steel rivets.
With ear flaps and short non-articulated lobster tail neck guard. Retaining its original lining.

173: Circa 1650s Cromwellian English Civil War Trooper's

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Circa 1650s Cromwellian English Civil War Trooper's Burgonet Helmet. A good early example forged of heavy strong steel with
two-piece skull and hinged visor having a suspended three-bars face shield. Back side with non-articulated lobster tail neck guard.
Showing its original black paint finish and having a museum inventory number on the inside of the skull. A good Cromwellian era
piece used in the English Civil War.
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174: High Quality American Civil War era 1863 Spanish Toledo

USD 1,000 - 1,500

High Quality American Civil War era 1863 Spanish Toledo Plug Bayonet Dagger Bowie Knife. Large example of better than average
quality, with a strong single edged blade featuring deeply etched decorations with traces of original gilding, dated 1863 on ricasso. In
its brass mounts with red wood grip of distinctive plug form. Very good condition with nice patina and light wear consistent with the
age. Overall length: 16.5", Blade length: 10"

175: Rare 1847 Spanish Toledo Hunting Plug Bayonet Dagger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 1847 Spanish Toledo Hunting Plug Bayonet Dagger with Massive Blade. With a spectacular broad single edged blade featuring
fine quality etched decorations and engraved at ricasso with Toledo factory and date 1847. With beefy steel mounts having lovely
acorn finials and ebony grip of distinctive form. Good condition with nice light patina and light wear consistent with the age. An
outstanding example of rare form and very impressive size. Overall length: 17" , Blade length: 11 1/2"

176: 19th C. Bowie Knife of American Civil War Era or

USD 700 - 1,200

19th C. Bowie Knife of American Civil War Era or Earlier. With a strong robust clip point blade that has surely seen much service in
its life. Strong steel guard and ferrule mounted with a large carved ebony grip. Possibly American or French made, very good
example. Overall length: 15" Blade length: 9 1/2"

177: Large 18th C. American Revolution Era Naval Navy

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Large 18th C. American Revolution Era Naval Navy Officers Dirk Dagger in Silver Mounts. Great complete large naval dirk for an
officer of the American Revolution era, in its silver mounts with ebony grip and original leather scabbard. Wearing a large sturdy
double edged blade of diamond section. Very good condition overall considering the age and a rare American Revolution era
example. Overall length 15 1/2" Blade length: 10 3/4"

178: Rare 19th C. American Jailers Prison Guards Key Gun

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 19th C. American Jailers Prison Guards Key Gun Pistol. This is a self protection devise used by Jailer or prison guard in the
19th century, a jail-sell key which is also a primitive one shot pistol, it ignites by the candle which he would always have in one hand
during the sell check and in case an inmate decides to jump him all he had to do is bring the candle to a touch hole, the caliber is
good enough to stop a man especially at such close range. Nice rich patina throughout on this simple but definitely a real Used piece
of American History, comes with nice article on similar examples. Overall length: 6"

179: 1850s-60s Large English Bowie Knife by BEXFIELD

USD 800 - 1,200

Circa 1850s-60s Large English Bowie Knife by BEXFIELD Sheffield for the American Civil War market, having a silver cutlery handle
with German silver cross guard. Broad double edged blade of diamond section with rectangular ricasso area, having struck makers
name and later etched inscription on one side "RORKES DRIFT, ZULULAND 1879" Good condition, mirrored blade with light age
wear, comes with a cool early massive hard leather sheath. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) - 15.5", length of the blade - 10.25".

180: Circa 1840s-1850s Large English Horse Head Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Circa 1840s-1850s Large English Horse Head Bowie Knife by "William Rogers"Impressive English bowie knife most likely to predate
the American Civil War, with its german silver mounts having a distinctive horse head pommel and fine one piece grip. Large clip
point blade bearing a struck makers name on ricasso. Good condition overall with moderate patina and light wear consistent with the
age, and with its thick leather scabbard in equally good shape. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without
scabbard otherwise) - 16", length of the blade - 10.5".
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181: Circa 1840s-1860s Large English Bowie Knife by

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Circa 1840s-1860s Large English Bowie Knife by "Tomasser & Co. London"Rare English bowie knife of substantial size and good
quality, having steel mounts over a large elk stag grip. Mounted with a a very good broad clip point blade struck to a scarce London
maker at ricasso. Good condition overall with moderate patina and light wear consistent with the age, in its original tooled leather
scabbard complete with a german silver tip and belt frog. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) - 15", length of the blade - 9.25".

182: Massive Magnificent antique bronze sculpture " Rape of

USD 6,000 - 8,000

Magnificent antique bronze sculpture " Rape of the Sabine Woman" by listed Italian sculptor Ferdinando De Luca ( 19/20th centuries
) ( 19/20th centuries ). 47" tall

183: antique bronze plaque depicting war battle. Looks like

USD 800 - 1,200

Vey fine antique bronze plaque depicting war battle. Looks like Waterloo battle. Great quality and details. Unsigned. Length - 15",
11" tall.

184: Estate find antique bronze sculpture of soldier on

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Estate find antique bronze sculpture of soldier on horse by listed Belgium sculptor Leon Mignon (1847-1898 ). Signed. 17" tall, 14"
length.

185: Antique French oil on board painting " The Musketeers"

USD 600 - 800

Antique French oil on board painting " The Musketeers" by R. Le Gay. Signed on right low corner. Dimensions: in frame 19" x 17",
painting without frame - 10.5" x 8"

186: Antique French oil on board painting " The Musketeers

USD 600 - 800

Antique French oil on board painting " The Musketeers asking prisoner" by R. Le Gay. Signed on the right low corner. Dimensions: in
frame 19" x 17", painting without frame - 10.5" x 8"

187: Very fine framed painting on porcelain of armed guard

USD 800 - 1,200

Very fine framed painting on porcelain of armed guard. Retailed by Bailey, Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia.Size with frame 23" x
16"Painting size 13 3/4" x 6 3/4"
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188: WWI-WWII German Navy Officer's Lion Head Sword,

USD 800 - 1,200

WWI-WWII German Navy Officer's Lion Head Sword, Regiment Marked. In its gilt brass mounts having multiple markings and unit
number struck on a small folding guard and a scabbard throat. Nice naval and floral details cast in high relief. With a quill-back blade
retaining its original steel finish. In its original brass mounted leather scabbard. Overall blade: 37 1/2". Blade length: 30 1/2"

189: WWI - WWII German Made Lion Head Sword For a Spanish

USD 800 - 1,200

WWI - WWII German Made Lion Head Sword For a Spanish Navy Naval Officer. In its gilt white metal mounts with large lion head
pommel and naval details to the guard. Mounted with a straight single edged large fullered blade etched with naval and Spanish
royal motifs. Bearing inscriptions to the small folding guard and scabbard throat. In its original leather scabbard with gilt white metal
mounts en suite to the hilt. Overall length: 36 1/4", Blade length: 28 1/2"

190: 18th - 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th - 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus YATAGAN Sword with Gold Work. Beautiful example of the fearsome
Ottoman weapon used by Turkish janissaries. With extensive gold Koftgari work to the lower grip and traditionally re-curved blade.
Including Arabic calligraphy of Quranic script, possible date and intricate floral scrolls. Blade with areas of visible watered patterns of
the Wootz Damascus steel. Fine walrus grips with large eared pommel. Inlaid with series of gold dots. A very attractive example with
outstanding quality blade. Overall length: 30" , Blade length: 24 3/4"

191: Year 1225 (1810) Dated Ottoman Turkish or Greek Yatagan

USD 800 - 1,200

Year 1225 (1810) Dated Ottoman Turkish or Greek Yatagan Sword with Silver and Gold Inlays. A very elegant and unusual example
having a rare nearly straight blade with barely visible curvature to to its length. Blade exhibiting extensive silver and gold inlaid
decorations on both sides containing various Quaranic scripts as well maker's and owner's names and a date 1225 (corresponding
to year 1810 in Gregorian calendar). The spine of the blade with fine chiseled work and a lower blade having intricate silver panels.
With its bull-horn grips of traditional eared pommel form. Overall length: 28 1/4", Blade length: 22 1/2"

192: A Rare 19th C. Indian Naga Tribe Headhunters Two-Handed

USD 500 - 800

A Rare 19th C. Indian Naga Tribe Headhunters Two-Handed DAO Sword. Of a form very seldom encountered, known as a MIL-AM.
Well-forged entirely from one piece of steel, the tang is straight with spatulate pommel. Heavy blade obliquely angled at the forte,
then straight and double-edged with a broadened and cusped tip. The guard is composed of steel rod passed through a puncture
aperture in the tang. Embellished with hide sections and hair. A very exciting and vicious weapon used by headhunters of the
Northeast Indian tribal people. Overall length: 29 1/2", Blade length: 16"

193: A Rare 17th - 18th C. Indo Chinese RAM DAO Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

A Rare 17th - 18th C. Indo Chinese RAM DAO Sword. The massive blade with concave edge, inlaid in gold with lineal motifs, with an
eye at either side of the tip. The turned wooden grip with steel ferrule and pommel cap. Overall length: 35", Blade length: 26"

194: 18th-19th C. Indian Nepalese Battle KORA Sword with

USD 700 - 900

18th-19th C. Indian Nepalese Battle KORA Sword with Original Scabbard. A massive fighting example with a solid steel hilt of
traditional Indian style and an exceptionally thick and heavy hatchet blade of very distinctive form. An extreme combat capabilities. In
its rare original leather scabbard. Overall length: 24", Blade length: 19 1/2"
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195: Huge Chinese 19th C. to Boxer Rebellion Era Double DAO

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Huge Chinese 19th C. to Boxer Rebellion Era Double DAO Battle Swords. An exceptionally large example of Chinese fighting daos
in iron mounts and very nice snake skin covered scabbard, with finely braided grip cords and fancy underlining. Each mounted with a
huge single edged multi-fullered blade broadened toward the tip. A rare weapon, exceptionally battle-efficient in the hands of the
skilled Chinese warrior. Overall length: 40", Blade length: 29"

196: 19th C. Chinese Traveling Trousse Set of Knife and

USD 600 - 800

19th C. Chinese Traveling Trousse Set of Knife and Chopsticks. Fine and unusual example in its brass mounted bone furniture,
having lovely scrimshaw decorations and artist's signature. Knife's handle consists of bone and horn sections. Chopsticks positioned
on the sides of the knife in oppose to being in front of the knife on most known examples. Overall length: 11", Blade length: 5 1/2"

197: Rare 19th C. French Zouave NAVAJA Folding Knife Dagger

USD 500 - 700

Rare 19th C. French Zouave NAVAJA Folding Knife Dagger. A fancy and well-sized example with horn and tortoise grips having
mother of pearl inlays and a lovely silver Zouave soldier inserted in to one of the grips. A sturdy single edged blade with shallow
clip-point tip, one side bearing a struck maker's name. Opens and closes firmly and with a snap. A very nice example, possibly
owned by Zouave soldier and may have possibly taken part in the American Civil War. Overall length: 16 1/2", Blade length: 8"

198: Massive 1840s-1850s English Bowie Knife by "Wade &

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Massive 1840s-1850s English Bowie Knife by "Wade & Butcher, Sheffield" Impressive pre American Civil War English bowie knife
having an ultra thick and powerful spear point blade in it original mirror finish, having a very unusual serrated spine and distinctive
false edge tip. One one side with the etched makers name along the spine and engraved with large XCD letters to ricasso. Massive
grip with very thick tang and fine deer stag grips, having brass spacers in between and vacant steel or silver name plaque to the front
grip. Very good condition with minimal wear considering the age, and with its original thick leather scabbard of Mexican War era
style. Awesome quality knife, feels just Amazing in hand. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) - 16, length of the blade - 10.25".

199: Rare 1840s-1860s Large English Bowie Knife with Russian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 1840s-1860s Large English Bowie Knife with Russian Silver Hallmarks. An impressive early English bowie knife made for a
Russian Imperial market, must be privately purchased by a Russian aristocrat during the trip to England, having fine silver furniture
with series of deeply struck Russian silver hallmarks, ebony grip with ornate mounts and nice red stained leather scabbard with silver
mounts en suite to the hilt. Broad clip point blade bearing interesting engraved designs untypical to English knives but showing
strong Russian influence. Good condition overall with rich patina and wear consistent with the age. Rare and unique example of
Sheffield knife history, scabbard pressed with gilt letters which could be a monogram of the owner or indication of the maker of this
One of a Kind example. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 15.75", length of the
blade - 9.75".

200: Unusual 19th C. English Sheffield Bowie Knife with

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Unusual 19th C. English Sheffield Bowie Knife with Folding Blade in the Grip. Interesting English bowie knife of very substantial size
with steel guard and deer stag grips, top of the handle housing a smaller folding utility blade which is really rare to find on any
Sheffield bowie knives, main blade of clip point form bears a struck markings and maker name on one side. In good condition overall
with rich patina and wear consistent with the age, in its thick leather scabbard with steel or iron mounts. Total length in scabbard (
when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 18.75", length of the blade - 10.25". Small blade length - 2.75"
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201: Important 19th C. English Bowie Knife Featured in "The

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Important 19th C. English Bowie Knife Featured in "The Antique Bowie Knife Book". Rare Published example featured in one of the
most famous books on Antique Bowie knives, having a mirrored blade of clip point style, etched on one side with a wonderful spread
winged American Eagle and struck with a large makers logo "Wm. Gregory, Sons & Co, Howard St. Sheffield", the other side bearing
an etched regimental Motto inscription with several struck maker marks to ricasso. With its German silver mounts and fine one piece
grip, original dyed leather scabbard with German silver mounts. Very good condition with minimal wear and very light patina. Total
length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 13", length of the blade - 7".

202: Rare 1820s-30s English or American Large Guard-less

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 1820s-30s English or American Large Guard-less Bowie Knife marked "HAND FORGED". Probably one of the earliest Bowie
knives in existence, a large guard-less piece with unusual leather grips having large copper rivets. Very sturdy and strong blade of
clip point form with serrated section of lower spine, one side having struck "HAND FORGED" makers mark. Good condition with
patina and wear overall consistent with the age of this very early circa 1820s example. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is
present, without scabbard otherwise) - 16.75", length of the blade - 11".

203: Rare Ided American Civil War Black Soldiers Folding

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Ided American Civil War Black Soldiers Folding Knife "22 U.S. Colored Troops". Identified Civil War era knife belonged to a
Black soldier of the 22 US Colored troops and etched accordingly on one side of the bone grip, the other side with the owners name
J.B. Kiddoo. Steel bolsters to the grip and down-turned single edged blade, all showing heavy patina and evidence of extensive
service. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 6.5", length of the blade - 2.5".

204: American Civil War Confederate Combination Bowie Knife

USD 2,500 - 4,500

American Civil War Confederate Combination Bowie Knife Pistol by "Etowa Iron Works, Georgia". Rare Confederate made
combination Cutlass or Bowie knife / percussion pistol, marked on top of the barrel "ETOWA IRON WORKS, ETOWA, GEORGIA"
then lower marked C.S. and 54 Cal. In good condition with moderate patina and pitting overall consistent with the age. Large and
very combat efficient single edged blade with false edge top, this is indeed the knife to bring to a gun fight or even the War. Total
length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 15.25", length of the blade - 10.75".

205: Rare pre American Civil War English Pistol Plug Bayonet

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare pre American Civil War English Pistol Plug Bayonet Dagger Knife. A rather scarce variation of an early Plug-bayonet for a
pistol, made in Sheffield and bearing large makers logo on one side, unusual leafed form single edged blade with steel guard and
plug handle. Good condition with nice smooth patina consistent with the age, most likely dating from 1830s-50s period, and comes
with its original hard hide scabbard. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 8", length of
the blade - 4.5".

206: Very Good English Cutlery Carving Knife by "James

USD 200 - 300

Very Good English Cutlery Carving Knife by "James Deakin & Sons, Sheffield". With a deer stag grip and ornate silver mounts,
flexible blade struck on one side with makers logo. Patina and light wear overall, most likely around American Civil War era. Total
length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 15.75", length of the blade - 8.75"
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207: Circa 1830s-1840s English Bowie Knife by "Alen Fraser &

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Circa 1830s-1840s English Bowie Knife by "Alen Fraser & Co. Sheffield". Large knife featuring a robust clip point blade, maker
marked on one side. German silver guard and mounts with a set of bull horn grips, front one inlaid with a silver shield. Fare condition
overall with significant wear and patina. Early bowie knife, well predating the American Civil War and most likely has been used
through the war period. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 13.25", length of the
blade - 8.25"

208: American Civil War era Tiffany Co. made Bowie Knife,

USD 1,200 - 1,800

American Civil War era Tiffany Co. made Bowie Knife, Broadway New York. With an elegant but strong and sturdy blade of clip point
form, struck on one side with "Tiffany Broadway New York" matching logo is on the back of the red leather scabbard imprinted in
gold. With its German silver guard, silver ferrule and fine carved grip. Good condition overall with moderate pitting to the blade
probably due to moisture getting inside the scabbard or even blood left on the blade which can eat through the steel with time if left
uncleaned. Very attractive knife overall from a famous American company. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present,
without scabbard otherwise) - 11.75", length of the blade - 7.25"

209: 1865 Dated English Bowie Knife by "Henry Sears & Sons"

USD 600 - 900

1865 Dated English Bowie Knife by "Henry Sears & Sons" for American Civil War market. With a strong clip point blade etched on
one side with makers logo. German silver guard and deer stag grips, together with its leather scabbard. Light patina and wear overall
consistent with the age. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 11.5", length of the blade
- 7"

210: English Bowie Knife Dirk for American Civil War market

USD 600 - 900

English Bowie Knife Dirk for American Civil War market, Named on the Blade. Unusual mid 19th century English made dirk, having
double edged blade in original mirrored finish with etched name "John Smith LOWELL" probably maker or possibly an owners name.
With its silver guard and cutlery style grip typical to most export examples made for the American market prior and during the Civil
War period. Wear overall, comes with its red leather scabbard with silver or German silver mounts. Total length in scabbard ( when
scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 9.5", length of the blade - 5.5"

211: Early American Fighting Knife Dagger possibly American

USD 700 - 900

Early American Fighting Knife Dagger possibly American Revolution era. Interesting early American fighting dagger, having quality
silver mounts and fine carved grip, the lower guard bearing an unusual Eagle stamp possibly added in the later era. Strong double
edged blade of diamond section, free of markings and made for most efficient combat action. Most likely an 18th century piece,
possibly reused during the Civil War. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 13.75",
length of the blade - 9"

212: Antique bronze statue " King Frederick II of Prussia"

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique bronze statue " King Frederick II of Prussia" by listed German sculptor Christian Daniel Rauch ( 1777-1857). Signed and
marked with foundry mark of Matthias, Berlin. Height: 21"
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213: Pair of 1851 figural bronzes "Henri de Lorais and

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Pair antique 1851 figural bronzes " Henri de Lorais and Frederic-Maurice de la Tour" by listed French sculptor Emile Victor Blavier (
19th century). Signed and dated. Very fine old patina. Height: 22 1/2"

214: Antique high quality bronze on marble base statue of

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique high quality bronze on marble base statue of armed knight holding the flag. Unsigned. 25" tall

215: antique Rosenthal, Berlin painting on porcelain of once

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare antique Rosenthal, Berlin painting on porcelain of once of the most famous Rembrandt portraits " Man with the Golden Helmet",
but now is no longer attributed to the master. Marked on the back. Dimentions are: in frame 20" x 18"without frame 12" 1/2 x 10"

216: Antique oriental oil on board painting of two Arabs on

USD 400 - 600

Antique oriental oil on board painting of two Arabs on horses. Nice ornate frame. Unsigned. Dimensions: in frame 12" x 10", painting
without frame - 7" x 5"

217: Antique French painting on porcelain depicting armed

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Antique French painting on porcelain depicting armed man holding the spear. Magnificent hand painted frame with silver oak leaves
and acorns trim. Marked on the back with maker's mark. Dimensions are: in frame 18" x 15", without frame 15" x 12"

218: Very Nice Woodlands American Indian Spiked War Club

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Nice Woodlands American Indian Spiked War Club with Dagger Blade. Well-made with nicely carved tiger grain wood and
brass tack decorations. The large round head is in set with the sharp double-edged dagger-like spike, which bears struck markings
to one side. A strong and vicious weapon of the type used by Woodlands Indians.Overall length: 19". Blade length: 3"

219: 18th - 19th C. American Indian Smoking Pipe Tomahawk

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th - 19th C. American Indian Smoking Pipe Tomahawk Axe with Rare Original Leather Scabbard. A rare early example probably
European or American made for trade with American Indians. With a heavy well-forged head bearing traces of the struck maker's
marks on one side, containing numbers and letters. With its original wooden shaft, having a mouth piece tip for smoking. And with its
exceptionally rare original leather scabbards. Overall length: 20 1/2", Blade length: 7 1/4"
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219A: 18th - 19th C. American Indian Trade Axe Tomahawk

USD 1,000 - 2,000

18th - 19th C. American Indian Trade Axe Tomahawk Possible by Hudson Bay Co. A very nice early example of the tomahawk axe
used by American Indian tribes with a well-forged iron head. Having a struck maker's mark on one side. With its original wooden
shaft decorated with large silver or silver coated tacks. rare and unusual early example of native Indians used weapons. Overall
length: 20", Blade length: 5"

219B: 18th-19th C. American Native Indian Tomahawk Axe Head

USD 400 - 600

18th-19th C. American Native Indian Tomahawk Axe Head. Well forged of iron or steel with hammer-head back and thick main body.
Showing evidence of extensive age. Possibly an 18th C. trade axe. Overall length: 6", Blade length: 3 1/2"

220: Large Penobscot American Indian Carved Wood Root

USD 800 - 1,200

Large Penobscot American Indian Carved Wood Root Fighting Club. Massive example of Native American used penobscot root club
with 8 carved animal heads on the root tips. Shaft is carved and decorated with brass pins. Still retaining some of the original bark.
An impressive large Native Indian made and used weapon. Overall length: 24", Head: 5"

221: 18th - 19th C. American Indian Trade Axe Tomahawk of

USD 800 - 1,200

18th - 19th C. American Indian Trade Axe Tomahawk of Unusual Form. Nice early example of seldom encountered style with a
spiked back and very long main striking blade of distinctive form. On its original wooden shaft. Probably 18th C. of Native American
weaponry. Overall length: 16", Blade length: 8"

222: Rare Pennsylvania Made American Native Indian Trade Axe

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Pennsylvania Made American Native Indian Trade Axe Tomahawk Head. Very well forged example of an early American Indian
trade axe tomahawk. Having a hammer-back with chiseled "PA" stamp. Beautiful shape of the blade. Retaining its sharp and deadly
edge. Overall length: 7", Blade length: 3 3/4"

223: 19th C. American Indian Gunstock Spiked War Club with

USD 1,000 - 2,000

19th C. American Indian Gunstock Spiked War Club with Dagger Shaped Blade. A great looking large example of a vicious American
Indians' used weapon having a carved hard wood gunstock club. Featuring etched geometric designs on both sides and mounted
with a strong double-edged dagger style blade of diamond cross-section. The tang of the blade is pinned over through the shaft. An
impressive and vicious Native America used weapon.

224: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with

USD 500 - 1,000

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with Bead Work Decorated Sheath. With a large bone grip having several brass
tacks on the upper part and a brass cross guard. Mounted with a large broad blade flat on both sides. And with its elk skin sheath
having wonderful bead work of American flag. Beautiful American made knife used for trade with Native American Indian in the
post-Civil War era. Overall length: 15 1/2", Blade length: 10 3/4"
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225: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with

USD 500 - 800

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with Bead Work Decorated Sheath. With a herd hide covered wooden grip and a
single edged skinner type blade with two short fullers to each side. In a elk skin sheath with extensive bead work. Overall length: 11",
Blade length: 5 1/2"

226: Post American Civil War Native Indian Used Large Bowie

USD 800 - 1,200

Post American Civil War Native Indian Used Large Bowie Knife by "ALBERT PICK & Co. Chicago". With a wooden coffin shape grip
and iron cross guard. Having a large single edged blade of clip-point bowie style, etched on one side with a company name, other
side with the large etched panel containing four capital letters. In its elk skin scabbard having bead work decorations. Rare and
impressive American bowie knife, made for trade with Native American Indians in around mid to late 1800s. Overall length: 18",
Blade length: 11 3/4"

227: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with

USD 500 - 800

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with Bead Work Decorated Sheath. With hard leather grips affixed by three large
brass or copper rivets. With a sturdy blade made of an old file. In its hard hide scabbard with extensive bead work decorations.
Overall length: 10 1/2", Blade length: 6"

228: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with

USD 500 - 800

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with Bead Work Decorated Sheath. With an exceptionally strong and sturdy
blade and wooden handle, having a large iron ferrule and lead filled pommel. In its leather sheath with partially worn bead work
covered front. Overall length: 12", Blade length: 5"

229: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Beaver Tail Knife

USD 600 - 800

19th C. Native American Indian Used Beaver Tail Knife Dagger with Bead Work Decorated Sheath. With an exceptionally strong and
sturdy broad double edged blade referred to as a beaver tail. Having a hard hide covered tang. In its leather sheath decorated with
multiple iron and one large brass tacks and lovely bead work. Overall length: 11"Blade length: 6 1/2"

230: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with

USD 400 - 600

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger with Massive Blade and Bead Work Decorated Sheath. A unique example of
native America used dagger with an exceptionally thick and heavy hand forged blade of extreme strength. Having bone grips
wrapped with intestinal cords, missing its pommel. In its hard hide sheath with elk skin top, having lovely bead work decorations.
Overall length: 14 1/4", Blade length: 10"

231: 19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger in

USD 300 - 500

19th C. Native American Indian Used Knife Dagger in Flag Painted Decorated Hide Sheath. An unusual trade knife with distinctively
shaped single edged blade and brass mounted wooden grip. Tang end is filled with lead at the pommel. In its hard hide sheath with
red fabric border sewn to the sheath with animal intestines. Overall length: 13 1/4", Blade length: 8 1/4"
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232: 18th - 19th C. Trade Dagger Spearhead for Native

USD 400 - 600

18th - 19th C. Trade Dagger Spearhead for Native American Indians. One piece forged steel with a long re-curved cross-guard and
sturdy double-edged blade of spear form. May have been used as a dagger as well as a spearhead. Unusual example of Native
Indian's trade weapon. Overall length: 14", Blade length: 10"

233: American Civil War Era All Steel Axe Marked "SC",

USD 200 - 400

American Civil War Era All Steel Axe Marked "SC", Possibly South Carolina. An early trade axe forged entirely of steel. Blade
stamped "SC", possible for South Carolina. Overall length: 11 1/4", Blade length: 5"

234: 19th C. Native American Indian Top Hat Silver Band Made

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Native American Indian Top Hat Silver Band Made by "HUDSON BAY Co." The band is wrought of silver or silver aloe metal
with open work and chased decorations. Stamped in several places with "Hudson Bay Co." trademarks. Mounted on a later felt top
hat. Such hat bands were usually made for trade with American Indians in the 1800s.

235: Very Rare New Zealand JADE Maori PATU Fighting Club.

USD 1,500 - 3,500

Very Rare New Zealand JADE Maori PATU Fighting Club. The short-handled war club, or patu, was the principal weapon of the
Maori people of New Zealand. They could be carved from the wood of the kauri tree, whalebone, or jade, as in this impressive and
very rare example. The hole in the handle would have accommodated a leather thong attaching the weapon to the warrior's wrist.
Overall length: 14 1/2", Blade length: 12"

236: Very Large 19th C. Native American Indian Gunstock War

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Very Large 19th C. Native American Indian Gunstock War Club with Dagger Shaped Blade. An impressive large example of carved
walnut having extensive brass tack decorations and intricately carved eagle-head grip. Mounted with a sturdy broad double-edged
blade of diamond cross-section. Vicious and well-crafted weapon made for trade with American Indian warring tribes in the mid- to
late 1800s. Overall length: 32", Blade length: 5 1/2"

237: A Well Crafted Native American Indian Trade Gunstock

USD 800 - 1,200

A Well Crafted Native American Indian Trade Gunstock War Club with Dagger Blade. Nice example with extensive small brass tack
inlays to both sides of the wooden club's body. Mounted with a distinctively styled broad double-edged blade. Old leather wrist strap
still present. Overall length: 23 3/4", Blade length: 6"

238: Rare Prehistoric Australian Aborigine Stone Age Battle

USD 600 - 900

Rare Prehistoric Australian Aborigine Stone Age Battle Axe Weapon. Primitive Man's First Weapon. Rare and exceptionally early.
Still has an old description tag, possibly from a museum. In a great condition for its extensive age. Overall length: 18", Head: 5"
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239: 18th - 19th C. Native American Indian Made Large

USD 600 - 900

18th - 19th C. Native American Indian Made Large Bronze or Copper Dagger Knife. A massive early example primitively forged of a
copper like metal. Most likely made and used by Native America in Indian in 18th to 19th C. era. Handle wrapped in hide and animal
intestines. Topped with a large skull-crasher pommel. Overall length: 20", Blade length: 12 1/2" & 4"

240: Large Taxidermy Dear Head and Hoofs riffle gun rack

USD 500 - 750

Large Taxidermy Dear Head and Hoofs riffle gun rack with mirror. Dimensions: 35" tall, 29.5" length.

241: Rare large hand carved Pacific Northwest Native

USD 500 - 600

Rare large hand carved Pacific Northwest Native American Indian art mask by Cree carver-artist Jay Brabant. Dimensions: 12 3/4" x
10 1/2"

242: Very fine hand carved Pacific Northwest Coast Native

USD 300 - 400

Very fine hand carved Pacific Northwest Coast Native American Indian art mask " Chief Speaker". Signed and dated by First Nations
artist. Kwakiutl style. Dimensions: 13" x 8 1/4"

243: Large very fine Alert Bay, British Columbia hand carved

USD 500 - 600

Large very fine Alert Bay, British Columbia hand carved Pacific Northwest Native American Indian art mask depicting horse head.
Dimensions: 17 1/2" x 8 1/2" x 11 1/2"

244: Very nice set of Skookum "BULLY GOOD" Indian maiden

USD 400 - 700

Very nice set of Skookum Indian maiden dolls - Man, woman and a baby child with wonderful hand painted features and wrapped in
a nice wool blanket. all in very good condition.The dolls have a long black braided mohair wig. Original "Skookum BULLY GOOD
Indian" sticker on foot. About 12" tall each figure of man and woman.

245: Awesome Hand Carved Skulls Necklace

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Awesome Hand Carved Skulls Necklace. Featuring a superbly crafted hand carved deer stag necklace with more than 60 skulls.
Tremendous amount of labor went into making this wonderful large and awesome necklace. Overall length: 36", Each skull around :
1"
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246: Rare antique pair American folk art carved wood dolls

USD 250 - 350

Rare antique pair American folk art carved wood dolls with joined hands and legs. Woman is in original dress.About 21.5" tall each.

247: 1842 Luzerne County, PA Two Part Jacquard Coverlet

USD 400 - 600

1842 Luzerne County, PA Two Part Jacquard Coverlet. signed "Made by Daniel Goodman Nescopeck, Luzerne CO / For John Hess
Penn 1842". Floral and foliate pattern four color coverlet. 86" x 92". Condition: very good

248: Large Cast Metal Figure Statute of French 1792 Soldier

USD 600 - 800

Large Cast Metal Figure of French Napoleonic of 1792 Grenadier Solder with riffle in bronze patina. Marked and dated. 27.5" tall

249: Beautiful plaster sculpture Bust of Young 16th-17th

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful plaster sculpture Bust of Young 16th-17th Century Solder Knight in Helmet and armor. Artist signed and dated 1854. 24"
tall x 17" width.

250: A pair of 19th Century Porcelain Plagues of Man and

USD 800 - 1,200

A pair of 19th Century Porcelain Plagues of Man and Woman in 16th-17th C Clothes. Man is armed with a halberd, dagger and
sword. Both signed "J.B." Great colors and details.Dimensions are: in frame 19" x 13",without frame 13 1/2" x 8"

251: 19th Century Porcelain Plague of Man in 16th-17th C

USD 800 - 1,200

19th Century Porcelain Plague of Man in 16th-17th C Clothes. Man is armed with a sword. Signed "J.B.".Dimensions: with frame 19"
x 13", without frame 13 1/2" x 8"

252: 18th C. American Revolution Era Fighting Dagger Plug

USD 600 - 900

18th C. American Revolution Era Fighting Dagger Plug Bayonet. A nice early example with its brass mounts and slender walnut grip
with horn section in the middle, designed to be inserted into a barrel of a rifle to be used as a pole arm. Mounted with strong and
sturdy double edged blade of triangular cross-section. In it"s original leather scabbard. American Rev War used weapon. Overall
length: 14" , Blade length: 9 1/2"
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253: An Outstanding 18th C. European Naval Dagger Navy Dirk,

USD 1,800 - 2,800

An Outstanding 18th C. European Naval Dagger Navy Dirk, French or Spanish. A superb quality example dating from around the
times of American Revolution, in its brass mounts with bull horn grip and Lizard skin scabbard. Wearing a sturdy and very strong
double edged blade of flamboyant form. Light wear and patina overall consistent with the age of this Beautiful early weapon. Total
length - 10 3/4" , Blade length: 5 3/4"

254: American Civil War Era English Made Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

American Civil War Era English Made Bowie Knife Fighting Dagger "LIBERTY AND UNION". A good Sheffield fighting dagger made
for export to American market right around Civil War Era or slightly earlier. In its ornate brass mounts with American patriotic motifs
and bone checkered grips. Mounted with a strong double edged blade of diamond section. Partially word maker's marks to the lower
blade. A very attractive example used by Union officer during the war. Overall length: 11 1/4", Blade length: 6 1/2"

255: Very Nice American Civil War Era or Earlier English

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Very Nice American Civil War Era or Earlier English Etched Bowie Knife Dagger. Beautiful quality example of the Sheffield fighting
dagger made for American market, featuring fine German silver mounts and lovely bone grips. Mounted with the double edged blade
of diamond section. Front side is etched with lightly faded etched panel depicting a spread winged American eagle surrounded by a
motto: "The Land Of The Brave, The Home Of The Free." Lower blade with crisp maker's name. A truly beautiful and rare early
dagger, most likely carried by Union officer during American Civil War. Overall length: 9 3/4", Blade length: 5 1/2"

256: Rare American Civil War Period English IXL Folding

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Rare American Civil War Period English IXL Folding Bowie Knife by G. Wostenholm. A rare early example made for the American
market around 1850-1860s era by famous Sheffield maker George Wostenholm. In its ornate German silver mounts featuring an
American eagle over shield on one side, the other side with a rare: "THE CELEBRATED IXL KNIFE" motto. Original grips of fine
noble material. Featuring 2 blades of spear point form, each with well-preserved maker's logo on ricasso, larger blade with large
etched "I*XL" motto. An absolutely beautiful and rare American folder. Overall length: 7 1/4", Blade length: 3 1/2"

257: Early 19th C. English or American Folding Knife,

USD 200 - 400

Early 19th C. English or American Folding Knife, Pre-Civil War Era. Very early folder, most likely to date from the gold rush era.
Having a strong clip-point blade struck on one side with maker's name "W. Peniston". With its large steel bolsters and original bone
grips. Overall length: 7 1/2", Blade length: 3 1/2"

258: A Rare 19th C. English Folding Knife by "Tillotson

USD 1,200 - 1,600

A Rare 19th C. English Folding Knife by "Tillotson Sheffield" for Chinese Market. An exceptionally rare early English folder with a
very thick and sturdy single-edged blade having its original scalloped tip. One side with well-preserved maker's mark and deeply
carved word: "CHINESE" and Chinese characters inscriptions. Partially worn dragon carving toward the tip. With its fine bull horn
grips and steel bolsters. The maker of this knife has been active since 1760s to 1863 in Columbia Place.Overall length: 6"Blade
length: 2 3/4"
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259: American Civil War Era or Earlier Leather Makers

USD 300 - 500

American Civil War Era or Earlier Leather Makers Folding Knife with Tools. An early English folder by George Wostenholm, probably
made for American market and used by the leather maker of the pre-Civil War era. With multiple tools. Nice original deer stag grips.
Overall length: 6 1/2", Blade length: 3"

260: Circa 19th C. Small Pocket Watch Pen Knife by W. H.

USD 150 - 250

Circa 19th C. Small Pocket Watch Pen Knife by W. H. Morley & Sons. A lovely small example probably used by a watchmaker of the
mid to late 1800s. With deer stag grips and two very elegant single-edged blade both maker marked at ricasso. Total length 4 1/2",
blade 2"

261: Circa 1850s English Bowie Knife by "E.M. Dickinson,

USD 800 - 1,200

Circa 1850s English Bowie Knife by "E.M. Dickinson, Sheffield". Nice quality knife by the maker who got killed by the horse while
walking out of the Pub, per Civil War but possibly made for the American market, featuring set of lovely Mother of Pearl grips in
excellent undamaged condition, German silver mounts and an elegant clip point blade struck on one side with the makers name.
Very good condition with light wear and patina consistent with the age, comes with its thick leather scabbard in very good shape.
Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 11.25", length of the blade - 7"

262: English 1890 "Pig Sticker" Long Folding Bowie Knife

USD 600 - 800

English 1890 "Pig Sticker" Long Folding Bowie Knife with Owner Initials. With checkered ebony grips having a silver release button
engraved with owners initials and dated. Long pig-sticker style blade of clip-point form, opens and closes with a snap and stays firm
when opened. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 11", length of the blade - 7"

263: Rare 17th-18th C. Italian or Spanish "NAVAJA" Folding

USD 600 - 900

Rare 17th-18th C. Italian or Spanish "NAVAJA" Folding Knife used in American Revolution. Very early and rare example with brass
mounts having a pipe tobacco press at the pommel, inlaid horn grips and steel lock, very distinctive blade of rare form. Very good
condition for the age, knife is tight and functional. Total length: 6 3/4", Blade length: 3"

264: Fine ID'ed English Doctor's Folding Knife with Tools by

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine ID'ed English Doctor's Folding Knife with Tools by "Joseph Haywood & Co." American Civil War Era. A very good quality Civil
War era folding knife with fine checkered bull horn grips housing several smaller tools like needle, horn pin and tweezers, multiple
blades including a blood letting fleam, nails file and shoe button hook, and other needful tools to its side. Front grip with a silver
escutcheon plate engraved to its owner "Jos. Pollard". Both knife blades are maker marked. Very good condition with light wear
consistent with the age, all blades open tight and firm. Overall length: 9", Blade length: 4"

265: 19th C. English Hunting Knife for American Market with

USD 300 - 500

19th C. English Hunting Knife for American Market with Antler Grip Carved with Indian Animal Motifs. Total length in scabbard (
when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 8.5", length of the blade - 4.5"
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266: Large 19th C. Bowie Knife with Ornate Blade

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Large 19th C. Bowie Knife with Ornate Blade, Probably used during American Civil War. An impressive early Bowie with a beefy
single edged blade of spear-point form, having fine quality etched decorations on both sides and the spine. In it's white metal mounts
with a bull horn grip set with a mother of pearl segment in to the pommel. In its original leather scabbard having white metal mounts
en suite to the hilt. A rare and very well made piece of either American or European manufacture, most likely made and used
between the Gold Rush era through the American Civil War.Overall Length is 16 1/2" Blade Length is 10 1/4"

267: Interesting Home Made 18th C. Sailor's Knife Naval

USD 400 - 600

Interesting Home Made 18th C. Sailor's Knife Naval Dagger, American Revolution Era. Made and used by a sailor in the 18th century
era, with a bronze turtle guard and fine carved grip having a frog on the branch motif, with its sturdy broad double edged blade of
spear form. Good condition with heavy patina and wear consistent with the age. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present,
without scabbard otherwise) - 13", length of the blade - 6.75"

268: July 4 1876 Philadelphia Exposition American Dagger

USD 500 - 900

July 4 1876 Philadelphia Exposition American Dagger Knife with Etched Blade. Made for Centennial Commemoration of the
American Independence and probably sold at the Philadelphia Exposition in 1876. With its carved wooden grip and brass mounts.
Double edged blade is etched on both sides. Interesting and seldom encountered American dagger.Overall length: 10 1/2", Blade
length: 6"

269: American Civil War 1864 US Navy "Dahlgren" Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

American Civil War 1864 US Navy "Dahlgren" Bowie Knife Bayonet by "Ames Mfg. Checopee Mass". A well-marked example with its
massive spear-point blade and brass mounted wooden grip. Dated 1864 and having various seldom encountered markings on both
sides of ricasso. Overall length: 18", blade 11 3/4"

270: Spectacular Exhibition Quality 19th C. Massive English

USD 5,000 - 10,000

Spectacular Exhibition Quality 19th C. Massive English Bowie Knife by "WM. SANSOM & Co. KINGS CUTLERS". An exceptionally
impressive large bowie of outstanding quality. Featuring fine German silver mounts and beautiful grips and pommel of noble
material. Mounted with the very large and extremely well-made clip-point blade struck on one side of ricasso with "KINGS
CUTLERS" maker's logo. In its leather covered wooden scabbard having German silver mounts en suite to the hilt. A truly
magnificent piece of massive proportions. Overall length: 19", Blade length: 12 1/2"

271: Fine Quality 18th C. French or Spanish Noblemen's

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine Quality 18th C. French or Spanish Noblemen's Utility or Hunting Knife. Beautiful early example having a clip-point blade of
distinctive form. Profusely etched on both sides with floral motifs. One side with well-preserved struck crowned maker's mark at the
lower blade. Fine steel grip with cut-through mother of pearl scales. A lovely early piece used by a man or a woman of noble status.
Overall length: 10", Blade length: 5 3/4"

272: WWI to WWII German Forestry Official's Hunting Dagger

USD 1,000 - 1,200

WWI to WWII German Forestry Official's Hunting Dagger Sword. In its gilt brass mounts showing lovely hunting motifs. Mounted with
a straight large fullered blade having profusely etched panels of intricate hunting scenes. Lower blade with struck "CARL
EICKHORN" maker's mark. The lower spine having an etched retailer's name. Overall length: 16", Blade length: 10 1/4"
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273: 19th C. Austrian Hungarian Naval Officer's Dirk Navy

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Austrian Hungarian Naval Officer's Dirk Navy Dagger. In its gilt brass mounts with nice floral and naval decorations. Large
mother of pearl scaled grip, topped with a lovely lion's head pommel. Mounted with a sharp double-edged blade, having a thin central
fuller to each side. Overall length: 13", Blade length: 7"

274: A Pair of Gold Gilt Cast Metal Figures of Musketeers

USD 400 - 600

A Pair of Gold Gilt Cast Metal Figures of Musketeers Soldiers with Swords. 21" tall

275: Antique Gold Gilt Metal Mantel Clock with Musketeer

USD 600 - 800

Antique Gold Gilt Metal Mantel Clock with Musketeer holding sword. 19.5" tall, 17" width.

276: 19th Century Porcelain Plague of Man in 16th-17th C

USD 800 - 1,200

19th Century Porcelain Plague of Man in 16th-17th C beautiful Dress.Dimensions: with frame 20" x 13", without frame 14" x 7"

277: 19th Century Porcelain Plague of Spanish Moorish Prison

USD 1,000 - 1,500

19th Century Porcelain Plague of Spanish Moorish Prison Guard in 16th-17th C Dress armed with Halberd and sword.Dimensions:
with frame 20" x 16"without frame 12" x 8"

278: American Revolution to Civil War Era Large Naval Powder

USD 2,500 - 3,500

American Revolution to Civil War Era Large Naval Powder Horn Flask. A very impressive large example of the naval service powder
horn. With its silver mounts and spectacular carved nozzle in the form of a sea creature. With a split tongue plug. Beautiful and
exceptionally sized horn of Revolution War to Civil War Era. Length: 20 1/2"

279: Good 18th C. American Revolution Era Powder Horn

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Good 18th C. American Revolution Era Powder Horn Engraved "Daniel Cain - His Horn". A very nice Revolutionary war era example
very well engraved and identified by its owner. With small brass nails and iron mounts. Good condition for the age with nice rich
patina throughout. Length: 14 1/2"
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280: Pre American Revolution Identified Powder Horn Dated

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Pre American Revolution Identified Powder Horn Dated 1761 Joseph Cram. Large 18th century American or English powder horn
made and scrimshawed by its owner in 1761 at Hampton Falls, we believe New York area. With brass tack decorations and silvered
copper ring around the nozzle. Very good condition considering the age and lovely patina throughout. Very likely was used through
American Revolution. Length: 15"

281: Rare 18th C. American Revolution Era Gun Powder Horn

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Rare 18th C. American Revolution Era Gun Powder Horn Flask with Original Belt. A very nice and rare example well crafted from a
deer stag with bone nozzle and lovely carved decorations including several Maltese crosses inside circles. Very good condition with
lovely patina and its super cool original belt heavily set with lead rivet tacks, making the whole belt quite heavy and very impressive.
Dimensions: 6" H x 5.5" L x 1.25" W

282: Large 18th C. Eastern European Hungarian or Polish

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Large 18th C. Eastern European Hungarian or Polish Powder Horn Flask. An impressive large example carved from a solid piece of
deer antler with intricate etched decorations. Retaining its original braided shoulder strap attached to iron suspension rings. A
beautiful piece of 18th C. warfare. Most likely Polish, Hungarian or Ukrainian. Length: 12 1/2", Width: 9 1/2"

283: 1758 Dated American Revolution English New York Map

USD 1,000 - 1,500

1758 Dated American Revolution English New York Map Powder Horn. A pre-Revolutionary War example with scrimshaw map of
New York area, owner's name: "IRA NIGH" and a date 1758. Of one solid bull horn with original wooden plug affixed by iron nails.
With original old wood cover to the back affixed by 5 iron nails. And original wooden plug. Heavy patina throughout.Length: 12"

284: Beautiful 19th C. Scottish Silver Mounted and Jeweled

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful 19th C. Scottish Silver Mounted and Jeweled Powder Horn Flask. A large and very attractive example made of a solid
piece of multi-color bullhorn with fine silver mounts profusely chased with floral decorations. Set with one large topaz, one large
lemon quartz and one lovely pink quartz to the thistle flower tip. Suspended on a fabulous heavy silver chain. A very ornate and high
quality Highland noblemen's flask. Length: 12"

285: Unusual 19th C. Silver Mounted Scottish Tortoise Shell

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Unusual 19th C. Silver Mounted Scottish Tortoise Shell Powder Flask. Seldom encountered example made of a whole turtle shell
heavily set in silver mounts. With a silver nozzle cover having a side clip attached by a silver chain to the main body. Very nice silver
chain for wear. Lovely and nice quality Scottish flask. Length: 7"

286: 19th C. Victorian Era Scottish Drummer's or Piper's

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Victorian Era Scottish Drummer's or Piper's Dirk Dagger. With its German silver mounts decorated with thistle flowers.
Carved black wood grip of traditional form, topped with a large iron pommel containing a royal crown. Strong single-edged blade with
nicely worked spine bearing various English markings to its lower part. Both sides with partially worn etched decorations. Overall
length: 18", Blade length: 12"
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287: 19th C. English or Belgian Flint Lock Duck Foot Pistol

USD 1,200 - 1,800

19th C. English or Belgian Flint Lock Duck Foot Pistol. A very cool European gun having a finely checkered and silver-inlaid wooden
grip and a boxed in flint lock mechanism. Both sides with steel plates having lovely chased decorations. With its quadruple barrel
construction firing all four at once. Each barrel is numbered from 1 to 4 with matching number to the base. Length: 11 1/2"

288: Circa 1850s-1860s English "U*S" Folding Bowie Knife by

USD 800 - 1,200

Circa 1850s-1860s English "U*S" Folding Bowie Knife by "Edward Barnes & Sons". Nice quality English folder made for export to the
American market around the Civil War era, with its German silver mounts having additional silver plated finish, fine mother of pearl
grips in undamaged condition and showing good spectrum of colors. Straight single edged blade of spear-point form, struck with the
maker's name on one side and having very cool U*S trade mark. Good tight condition with light pitting and wear consistent with the
age. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 8.25". Length of the blade - 3.75".

289: Very Fine English Folding Bowie Knife Dirk Circa

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Fine English Folding Bowie Knife Dirk Circa 1830s-1850s. Beautiful early English folder with ornate silver mounts and superb
Mother of Pearl grips showing incredible spectrum of colors, front one engraved with floral designs. With its straight single edged
blade, bear of markings and decorations. Excellent snappy condition, patina and light wear to the blade consistent with the age. Total
length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 9.25". Length of the blade - 4.25".

290: Etched English Bowie Knife by "Woodhead Howard St.

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Etched English Bowie Knife by "Woodhead Howard St. Sheffield" for American Market. Nice size example with strong clip point
blade, fully etched on one side with large American Eagle and several Gold Rush era mottos : "Californian, Ask for Nothing but what
is Right, and submit to Nothing that is Wrong" and "Can dig Gold from Quartz" lower in capital letters "California Bowie Knife", also
bearing struck partially worn makers name at ricasso. With its German silver mounts and original leather scabbard having tooled and
gilt ornaments and period leather frog. Light pitting and wear consistent with the age, probably pre dating the Civil War. Total length
including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 12.5". Length of the blade - 7".

291: Very Large 1830s-1840s English or French Folding Dirk

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Large 1830s-1840s English or French Folding Dirk Bowie Knife. High quality large early folder of European origin, possibly
made for the American market, with its ornate German silver mounts and fine lightly carved grips. Straight single edged blade with
extensive false edge area, retaining its original mirrored finish and perfect edge. Excellent condition overall, opens and closes with a
snap and stays completely firm when open. Beautiful piece of exceptional size and quality, must have been owned by a very wealthy
individual of American Gold Rush era. total length when opened - 15.5" , length of the blade - 7"

292: Civil War era "English Steel" Bowie Knife Dagger "The

USD 800 - 1,200

Civil War era "English Steel" Bowie Knife Dagger "The Patriots - Self Defender". Nice quality fighting dagger of significant size,
having long double edged blade of diamond section, fully etched on one side with scrolls and mottos, lower struck with the makers
name at ricasso. In its German silver mounts with bull horn grips and leather scabbard, all in very good shape for the age. Circa
1850s-1860s made for the American market. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 12.5". Length of the
blade - 8".
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293: 19th C. English Bowie Knife by "John S. Lon" owned by a

USD 1,000 - 2,000

19th C. English Bowie Knife by "John S. Lon" owned by a Mason Masonic. Nice size early English bowie knife with a large deer stag
grip having silver furniture, pommel engraved with owner's initials and Masonic symbol. With its robust clip point blade deeply struck
on one side with maker's name "John S. Lon" Fare condition overall with age wear and patina consistent with the age, comes with its
original tooled leather scabbard missing small section to its lower part and having German silver mounts. Most likely to predate the
American Civil War era, Circa 1840s-1850s. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 14". Length of the blade 8.5".

294: 19th C. Switch-Blade Folding Sword Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

19th C. Switch-Blade Folding Sword / Bowie Knife, English or French. With steel mounts and spring, ebony grips, the massive robust
blade is released by pressing down on the steel trigger on the side of the grip, opens pretty swiftly and locks in place. A folding short
sword rather than a knife, as scarce as the regular hand operated ones might be, this one is probably extremely limited in production
being armed with a switch-blade mechanism. A super cool weapon in good condition considering the age, probably dating from
around mid 1800s. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 20", length of the blade - 9.5".

295: American Revolution era Plug Bayonet / Fighting Dagger

USD 600 - 800

American Revolution era Plug Bayonet / Fighting Dagger. One of the many variations of the Plug bayonet dagger used by both
American and English soldiers throughout American Revolution, with its walnut grip of specific form and brass mounts. Broad double
edged blade of oval section. Heavy patina and wear consistent with the age. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is
present) - 16.25". Length of the blade - 10".

296: American Revolution era small Dirk Dagger Knife

USD 300 - 500

American Revolution era small Dirk Dagger Knife possibly used by Indians. Very early dagger with a distinctive double edged blade
shaped as a miniature spontoon halberd, with steel guard forged from the same piece with the blade. Black wood or ebony grip of
tubular section, having one age split on one side, nevertheless remaining solid and intact. Possibly an early trade piece for American
Indians.Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 8.75". Length of the blade - 4.75".

297: Massive early Southern style Bowie Knife

USD 600 - 900

Massive early Southern style Bowie Knife, Confederate - American Civil War. A heavy duty home made Southern fighting knife,
possibly predating the war period and very likely been used by a Confederate soldier during its times. With its beefy walnut grip
bearing imprinted name of the knifes owner or maker, brass mounts with a heavy steel tang cap. Massive spear point blade with
false edge tip and central ridge partially worn. Heavy patina and wear overall consistent with the age and extensive service of this
primitively made but very efficient early bowie knife. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 16". Length of the
blade - 10.25".

298: Fine 19th C. European Aristocrat Dirk Dagger

USD 700 - 900

Fine 19th C. European Dirk Dagger for an Aristocrat. Beautiful little dagger with deadly double edged blade of diamond section,
retaining its original mirrored finish with minor wear. With high quality engraved and gilt brass mounts and fine grip showing lovely
age patina. Very good condition with its original leather scabbard having engraved gilt brass mounts. Total length including scabbard
( when scabbard is present) - 7.75". Length of the blade - 4.25".
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299: Unusual 19th C. Romantic or Masonic Dagger Dirk with

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Unusual 19th C. Romantic or Masonic Dagger Dirk with Biblical Motifs, French or Spanish. In its gilt brass mounts with intricate
Biblical motifs. Blade of most unusual and seldom encountered configuration having open core and flamboyant edges, both sides
showing Damascus steel patterns. Very good condition with nice smooth patina and light wear overall. Possibly a Masonic piece or
some sort of religious ritual or ceremonial dagger.Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) 10.5", length of the blade - 6".

300: American Revolution to War of 1812 English Midshipman's

USD 600 - 900

American Revolution to War of 1812 English Midshipman's Navy Dirk Naval Dagger by "Dudley". A rare early English navy officer's
dirk having a seldom encountered saw-back single edged blade and wooden grip set in high quality gold gilt brass mounts with
wonderful engraved details. Very good condition with patina and wear consistent with the age, most likely late 18th to very early 19th
century era. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 9", length of the blade - 5.5"

301: An Attractive 19th C. French Cuirassier's Armor,

USD 4,000 - 6,000

An Attractive 19th C. French Cuirassier's Armor, Napoleonic Era or Later. A beautiful set of around Napoleonic era officer's armor
consisting of a blackened finish cuirass with red fabric lining and gilt brass trimmings. With its impressive large helmet having steel
skull and brass mounts. The top of the helmet adorned with an extensive horse hair tail and feathered plume. Front plate with
regiment number under medusa head. Gorgeous piece which will greatly compliment any advance arms and armor display.

302: 17th C. or Later Ornate Engraved Italian Parade Cuirass

USD 2,500 - 3,500

17th C. or Later Ornate Engraved Italian Parade Cuirass Breastplate Armor. Wrought entirely of steel with fine quality engraved
decorations and lengthy inscriptions on top. With hinged shoulder strap holders and iron rivets.

303: Rare Circa 1640-1680s Italian Burgonet Officer's Helmet

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare Circa 1640-1680s Italian Burgonet Officer's Helmet. A rare early example with a two piece skull having front and back visors.
An original hinged large ear flaps. Side of the helmet bearing a struck maker's mark. The front with a large engraved insignia of a
Winged Lion with a halo holding an ancient scripture. Inside of the helmet covered with protective varnish to protect from rusting. A
very attractive and rare piece of early armor.

304: 17th C. Italian Renaissance "SAVOYARD" Helmet

USD 3,500 - 4,500

17th C. Italian Renaissance "SAVOYARD" Helmet. Plate steel Italian burgonet helmet of the Savoyard style, dating from the mid to
late 1600s. The helmet features a full face shield with stylized cutouts for the eyes and mouth, with smaller ventilation holes at the
nose and cheeks and a wide visor over the eyes, all indicative of the Savoyard style. It is hinged at the sides of the head, allowing
the visor to be raised and lowered, and also allowing the front of the helmet as a whole to be lifted away from the rear, allowing the
wearer to place it over his head. Both the visor and the front section are secured by large hook-and-eye closures on the right-hand
side. The crown bears a large ridge running from front to back, and a large collar protects the neck. This variation of the burgonet
helmet is thought to have originated in the Savoy region of southeast France, and was very popular with heavy cavalry serving with a
variety of Continental armies of the period.
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305: Rare 1656 Dated European Partisan Halberd Pole-Arm

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 1656 Dated European Partisan Halberd Pole-Arm Spear, Austrian or German. A rare 17th century pole-arm with a profusely
etched blade of distinctive partisan form, depicting a Double headed eagle and various Ancient warrior motifs, both sides with a
name and date 1656. With its shortened original wooden shaft having iron mounts and fabric collar. Fare to good considering great
age of the weapon, this type was actively used all the way through American Revolution era. Total length 47". Length without pole 11" x 4.5"

306: Rare 16th-17th C. Italian Halberd Polearm, Museum

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 16th-17th C. Italian Halberd Polearm, Museum Quality! An exquisite quality early Renaissance era Halberd weapon, most likely
of Italian origin due to the nature of chiseled steel decorations, having a serpent-shaped side hook for stopping counterattacks. Part
of the original hexagonal section wooden shaft is still present heavily inset with brass tack decorations. Magnificent weapon worthy
to be placed among centerpieces in any early Arms and Armor collection, old brass tag attached with Museum inventory number.
Total length - 52.5", without pole - 27.25" x 8.25"

307: 17th-18th C. European Pole-arm Halberd, possibly used

USD 1,000 - 1,500

17th-18th C. European Pole-arm Halberd, possibly used in American Revolution. Very strong early halberd of European origin, most
likely used through the American Revolution, having a powerful thrusting spike of diamond section and pierced blade with several
struck moon markings. Part of the wooden shaft still present. Heavy patina throughout. Total length - 45", without pole 16"x 10.75"

308: Museum Quality 16th - 17th C. Italian Stiletto Dagger

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Museum Quality 16th - 17th C. Italian Stiletto Dagger. An exceptional early example with fantastic carved grip of noble material,
depicting mythological motifs. With its chiseled iron mounts and finely worked ricasso of the strong triangular section blade. A
weapon fit for a royalty! Overall length: 14 3/4" Blade length: 9 1/2"

309: An Outstanding 16th - 17th C. Italian or French

USD 4,000 - 6,000

An Outstanding 16th - 17th C. Italian or French Nobleman's Stiletto Dagger. A fine and rare example of the early European stiletto,
with absolutely beautiful agate stone hilt having elaborate silver mounts. Mounted with a sturdy double-edged blade of hexagonal
section for the lower half of its length turning into diamond section toward the tip. A fantastic piece of weapon fit for the royalty of the
16th to early 17th C. era. Overall length: 14 1/2" Blade length: 9 3/4"

310: 19th C. Spanish Toledo Gold Gilt Dagger in Renaissance

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Spanish Toledo Gold Gilt Dagger in Renaissance Style. With a heavy cast brass hilt having wonderful details and rich gold
gilt finish. Mounted with a long double edged flamboyant blade engraved and gilt at the lower half. A very attractive piece made by
famous Toledo arms makers as a fine representation of the Medieval era Royalty's dagger. Overall length: 17 1/2" Blade length: 11
1/2"

311: 19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Statue

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Statue Dagger with Gargoyle Grip. In its silver plated bronze mounts with wonderful and
very detailed decorations. Having an impressive gargoyle grip. Mounted with a vicious double edged blade of diamond section with
an oval section ricasso. Overall length: 10 3/4", Blade length: 6"
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312: 1872 Spanish Toledo Romantic Figural Statue Dagger with

USD 800 - 1,200

1872 Spanish Toledo Romantic Figural Statue Dagger with Gilt Bronze Mounts. A lovely example with a well-marked and dated
double-edged blade of diamond section. A detailed cast bronze hilt with fire gilt finish, depicting a young fisherman boy holding a
cast net and a fish standing on two large fishes forming a cross-guard. In an ornate brass scabbard. Overall length: 10", Blade
length: 5 1/2"

313: 19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Statue

USD 500 - 800

19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Statue Dagger with Goddess Grip. lovely quality example in its brass mounts having a
young nude Goddess grip statue. With a double edged multi-fullered blade of diamond section. In its lovely brass scabbard having
wonderful details of a Roman soldier and a Goddess face to the tip.Overall length: 7 1/2", Blade length: 3 3/4"

314: 19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural or Occult

USD 500 - 800

19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural or Occult Dagger. A scarce example with finely detailed iron hilt depicting mermaids,
cupids a and two intricate figures to the grip. Mounted with a vicious double-edged blade of diamond section. In its original tin
scabbard having partially worn leather cover. Overall length: 9 1/2", Blade length: 5"

315: 19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Dagger with

USD 500 - 800

19th C. French or Spanish Romantic Figural Dagger with Ornate Details. A lovely example with intricate details throughout the
silver-plated brass hilt. Mounted with a sturdy double-edged blade of diamond section with oval section ricasso. With an ornate brass
scabbard having a medusa head to the front part. Overall length: 10", Blade length: 4 1/2"

316: 18th - 19th C. French or Spanish Figural Romantic

USD 500 - 800

18th - 19th C. French or Spanish Figural Romantic Statue Dagger with Iron Hilt. A very nice example with a wonderful iron hilt having
a warrior Goddess statue grip. Mounted with a double edged blade of diamond section. Having extensive etched panels to the lower
half. Rare and early variation. Overall length: 9 1/4", Blade length: 5 1/2"

317: French Napoleonic Era Navy Officers Naval Dirk Dagger

USD 1,000 - 1,500

French Napoleonic Era Navy Officers Naval Dirk Dagger with Rams Head Finials. In full brass mounts with solid hilt featuring rams
head pommel and guard finials. Mounted with a straight double edged blade having wide central fuller. Good condition overall with
light patina and wear, with its original brass scabbard. Rare pattern naval dirk of Napoleonic wars era. Total length in scabbard
(when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 12.5", length of the blade - 8"

318: 18th - 19th C. Fine Carved French or German Nobleman's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th - 19th C. Fine Carved French or German Nobleman's Dirk Dagger. A wonderful example in superbly carved mounts of noble
material. Featuring lion's head pommel with ram's head guard finials and knight's helmet over shield and a nobleman's portrait.
Mounted with a very elegant double-edged blade of diamond section, having nicely etched panels on both sides. Overall length: 8
1/2", Blade length: 5 1/4"
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319: 19th C. Swedish or Finnish Scandinavian Puukko Hunting

USD 700 - 900

19th C. Swedish or Finnish Scandinavian Puukko Hunting Knife. A lovely example in noble material mounts with silver fittings. Grip in
a form of a native animal. Mounted with a sturdy single-edged blade in original mirrored finish. A very pleasant knife to handle.
Overall length: 9", Blade length: 3 1/2"

320: Rare 18th - 19th C. Large Dirk For Vatican Pope of Rome

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 18th - 19th C. Large Dirk For Vatican Pope of Rome Bodyguards. With a large iron hilt having Cathedral style ornaments and a
crowned crest to the guard. Mounted with a large robust and very sturdy double-edged blade of diamond section. In its brass
scabbard having etched decorations. Dirks of various sizes and qualities with this particular hilt form were carried by the bodyguards
of the Pope of Rome between 17th and 19th C. This particular example features an exceptional size and combat-worthy qualities.
Overall length: 17 1/4", Blade length: 10"

321: Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG"

USD 500 - 900

Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG" Bronze Signal Cannon. Mid 16th or early 17th century hand held brass
signal cannon or saluting mortar with handle, Spanish Colonial period. Height: 4", In Diameter: 3 1/4"

322: Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG"

USD 500 - 900

Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG" Bronze Signal Cannon. A rare example of the mid 16th or early 17th
century hand held brass signal cannon or saluting mortar with handle, Spanish Colonial period, having a large Cross maker's mark
on one side. Height: 4 1/4"

323: Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG"

USD 500 - 900

Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG" Bronze Signal Cannon. A rare example of the mid 16th or early 17th
century hand held brass signal cannon or saluting mortar with handle, Spanish Colonial period. Height 4 3/4".

324: Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG"

USD 500 - 900

Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG" Bronze Signal Cannon. A rare example of the mid 16th or early 17th
century hand held brass signal cannon or saluting mortar with handle, Spanish Colonial period.

325: Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG"

USD 500 - 900

Circa 16th - 17th C. Spanish Colonial "THUNDER MUG" Bronze Signal Cannon. Rare very small example of the mid 16th or early
17th century hand held brass signal cannon or saluting mortar with handle, Spanish Colonial period. Height 2"
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326: Very Fine 19th C. Porcelain Painting Plaque of a

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Fine 19th C. Porcelain Painting Plaque of a 16th-17th C. Soldier in Helmet, by P. Mallet. An Awesome hand painted on
Porcelain large plaque by a Listed French artist, depicting a soldier wearing nothing but his Helmet trying to wrap his feet in cloth.
Signed in the lower left corner. In its period wooden frame. Dimensions: framed - 22 1/2" x 13", image size - 19 1/2" x 10"

327: Very Fine 19th C. Large Porcelain Painting Plaque of a

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Fine 19th C. Large Porcelain Painting Plaque of a 16th-17th C. Prison Guard Soldier, by P. Mallet. Another beautiful work by
the 19th C. French artist Pierre Mallet, depicting a 16th-17th century Soldier in full armor with a wheel-lock rifle, guarding the prison
gates. In its period wooden frame. Dimensions: framed - 22 1/2" x 13", image size - 19 1/2" x 10"

328: 1861 Large Bronze Sculpture of an Early Viking with Ax

USD 3,500 - 4,500

1861 Large Bronze Sculpture of an Early Viking with Ax & Shield, by an English Artist J.A. Hatfield after J.H. Foley. A spectacular
large bronze figure of a nude Viking armed with a battle ax and shield, made in 1861 for the Art-Union of London. Well signed at the
base. Height 31", Base 15" x 11"

329: 19th C. Cast Metal Sculpture of Sleepy Hollow with

USD 500 - 800

19th C. Cast Metal Sculpture of Sleepy Hollow with Skull Head and Sword. Interesting and unusual figure, cast in the mid to late
1800s, with bronze finish patina, head is composite. Sword is removable. On it's original wooden base. Height 19 1/2"

330: A Good 18th C. Battle Quirass Breast Plate Armor, Shot

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A Good 18th C. Battle Quirass Breast Plate Armor, Shot with the Bullet. French German or English. An early example of a very
strong and heavy steel battle armor, used in combat and bearing a dent caused by a bullet strike. With its brass borders affixed by
frequent rivets, traces of original lining still present. An early piece of an attractive and seldom encountered form.

331: An Old Composite Body Armor Quirass and Arms of a

USD 1,000 - 1,500

An Old Composite Body Armor Quirass and Arms of a 15th-17th C. Knight style. A nice composite ensemble of the early knight's
style armor, consisting of a body front and back plates, the front one with remains of old leather and articulated lower part. Two hand
armors are fully articulated. All with heavy patina and evidence of extensive age. Makes a very nice display if surrounded by early
weapons.

332: Very Early American Eagle Head Sword possibly

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Early American Eagle Head Sword possibly Revolution War era. Probably one of the earliest American Eagle head sabers,
having brass hilt mounts with a very distinctive eagle head form and schimitar style cross guard, leather covered wooden grip
showing wear. Mounted with a very early lightly curved blade with spinal fuller to each side, both sides struck with multiple maker
marks. Poor condition, hilt parts are slightly loose, patina and wear overall. Possibly as early as Revolutionary war era. Total length
including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 33". Length of the blade - 26".
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333: 1796 Model English officer's Sword Presented in

USD 1,500 - 2,500

1796 Model English officer's Sword Presented in American Civil War. 1796 Model English officer's Sword Presented in American
Civil War to Lieut. H.J.Reed of Massachusetts 2nd Heavy Artillery 1863. Earlier English sword presented to a Mass. 2nd Heavy
Artillery officer during the American Civil War, inscribed and dated 1863 on the folding guard. In gilt brass mounts with a straight
large fullered blade bearing partially worn etched decorations. Fare condition and a rare identified Civil War era officer's weapon.
Total length 38.75", length of the blade 32.25"

334: 18th C. Rapier Sword Presented to Lieut. James Foley

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th C. Rapier Sword Presented to Lieut. James Foley 1865 American Civil War. With richly gilt brass hilt showing wear, outer cup
guard bears presentation inscription to "1st. Lieutenant James Foley C.o.H. 69th N.Y.S.N.G.A. Feb. 1865". Double edged blade with
etched and gilt decorations. Very cool Historic piece, possibly was owned by Foleys father or grandfather and later carried by him
during the American Civil War era. Total length 37.5", length of the blade - 30.5"

335: Rare Silver Mounted Non-Regulation Officer's Sword,

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Rare Silver Mounted Non-Regulation Officer's Sword, American Civil War Era. Very unusual example of the Model 1850 US
Non-regulation Officer's saber, having special Presentation grade Silver hilt and scabbard mounts exhibiting original uncleaned and
untouched silver tarnish, with a very distinctive looking Federal Eagle to the guard and small folding clam shell on the back of the hilt,
grip of fine shark skin with its original wire still intact. Mounted with a German manufacture large fullered blade bearing struck
maker's name at ricasso and struck with a Knight's helmet trade mark on reverse. Good solid condition overall with rich patina
throughout and light wear consistent with the age. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 38". Length of the
blade - 31.75".

336: War of 1812 era American Artillery Officer's Saber

USD 800 - 1,200

War of 1812 era American Artillery Officer's Saber Sword with German blade. In its gilt brass mounts of P-guard pattern, having a
leather covered wooden grip missing the wire bondage. Mounted with a deeply curved large fullered blade of German manufacture,
featuring early etched decorations and maker's name at ricasso. Lower blade and upper scabbard engraved with Owner's initials
A.D. Fare condition with substantial wear due to its extensive war career. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is present)
- 36". Length of the blade - 29.25".

337: Civil War Confederate Cavalry Sword Blade

USD 2,000 - 2,500

Civil War Confederate Cavalry Sword Blade Period-Married to Artillery Hilt. Interesting and unique example of Confederate used
weapon, an unmarked cavalry sword blade having unstopped fuller to each side, married to a CS artillery hilt, appears as a period
marriage, probably put together by a Confederate soldier to be continuously used as a horseman's saber during the Civil War
duration. Pitting to the blade, heavy patina and wear overall consistent with the age and service of this fascinating Southern soldier's
weapon. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 42". Length of the blade - 36.5".

338: Damascus Presentation Civil War era Sword with Earlier

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Damascus Presentation Civil War era Sword with Earlier Eagle-head Hilt. Interesting Civil War era officer's sword bearing a Navy
Medic emblem affixed to the scabbard's throat, mounted with a Fantastic quality Presentation grade blade of Spectacular quality,
forged of finest German Damascus steel, being quite rare and seldom encountered especially on American sabers, with extensive
gold gilt panels over highest quality etched decorations, depicting various fine Patriotic motifs, war trophies and scrolls, one side with
fantastic Motto : "Deeds, Not Words" The rest of the blade with active Damascus steel patterns well visible throughout with minor
wear consistent with the age. Mounted with an earlier period brass Eagle Head hilt which may have had a certain significance to the
sword's owner, could be that it came off of his father's or grandfather's sword used by them in the earlier 1800s era. Blade is almost
Immaculate, the rest is in fare condition with moderate age wear, scabbard with restorations and adjustments. State of the Art blade
and a very interesting Civil War era saber, surely deserves further and deeper research. Total length including scabbard ( when
scabbard is present) - 38.25". Length of the blade - 32.5".
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339: Model 1850 US Militia Officers Sword used in American

USD 800 - 1,200

Model 1850 US Militia Officers Sword used in American Civil War. In its richly gilt brass mounts with Knights helmet pommel and
other lovely details, carved bone one piece grip and chained knuckle bow. Powerful broad double edged blade with deep central
fuller, profusely etched on both sides with intricate patriotic motifs, war trophies and elaborate floral scrolls. Fare condition overall,
scabbard having one break near the middle, patina and wear consistent with the age. Total length 37.5", length of the blade - 31"

340: Early N.P. Ames US Cavalry Officer's Sword dated 1847

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Early N.P. Ames US Cavalry Officer's Sword dated 1847 Mexican War Era. Scarce early Officer's saber with its brass furniture
having elaborate knuckle bow branches and original leather and wire covered grip. Mounted with a curve large fullered blade with
well preserved markings to both sides of ricasso. Good condition with lovely reddish patina to all brass and light wear overall
consistent with the age, comes with its original blued iron scabbard. Rare early example from the Mexican War era, most likely used
through the American Civil War. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 39.5". Length of the blade - 31.5".

341: American Civil War Era Collins Co. Foot Officer's

USD 2,500 - 4,500

American Civil War Era Collins Co. Foot Officer's Presentation Sword with Fine Crisp Blade. In its brass furniture retaining about half
of its original gold gilt finish, with open work decorations to the guard and original leather and wire bound grip. Wearing a lightly
curved large fullered blade which survived in nearly immaculate condition retaining its original mirror bright finish with fine quality
etched and gilt panels, depicting fine Patriotic and military motifs and a presentation inscription to "Captain W.H. Beebe of Co. B, 2nd
Regiment Essex Brigade" from four people one of whom is sharing the same last name with the captain. Lower struck at ricasso with
Collins maker mark and a date 1862, just above it is a retailer's logo in New York. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is
present) - 39.75". Length of the blade - 3

342: Rare 1861 American Civil War US Navy Cutlass Sword

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 1861 American Civil War US Navy Cutlass Sword Marked for New Jersey Unit. Scarce example by Ames Mfg. Chicopee
Mass., blade struck with a N.J. mark over the makers logo, the other side with early war date 1861. In its brass mounts with struck
unit numbers on the edge of the guard. Fare condition with areas of oxidation to the blade and nice light patina consistent with the
age. Original leather scabbard still present and showing expected wear, nevertheless remaining firm and solid. Total length 32",
length of the blade - 25.75"

343: Presentation 1860 Model US Field & Staff Officer's

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Presentation 1860 Model US Field & Staff Officer's Sword to "Lieut. Wm. Klasie 1881". In overall excellent condition with gold gilt
brass mounts having various Patriotic details, one folding guard in perfect tight condition, the larger fixed clam guard bearing a
presentation inscription underneath. With its straight double edged blade of diamond section featuring high quality etched
decorations and maker name "Baker & McKenney NY". With its mirrored steel scabbard having ornate gilt brass mounts. Documents
on the owner are included.Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 36.75". Length of the blade - 28.75".

344: Rare Nathan Starr Model 1826 Naval Cutlass US Navy

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Nathan Starr Model 1826 Naval Cutlass US Navy Sword. With its iron hilt mounts and fluted wooden grip. Blade of distinctive
form typical to only Nathan Starr sabers, marked at the lower blade US and N. Starr, other side of ricasso with struck number 11. In
overall semi-relic condition but quite sound still, with heavy pitting throughout. Total length 31", length of the blade - 25"
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345: 1796 English Cavalry Sword, Civil War Confederate Used

USD 1,500 - 2,500

1796 English Cavalry Sword, Civil War Confederate Used marked "CS, South Carolina, 1861". An earlier English saber used by
Confederate soldier during the outbreak of the American Civil War, marked at the spine of the large broad blade to Columbus, S.C.
and having partially worn CS and date markings. In its steel mounts with original leather grip. Heavy patina and wear throughout,
although in good condition overall for a weapon which took part in At Least two major wars of the 19th century. Total length in
scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 39", length of the blade - 32.25".

346: Rare American Revolution era Figure-8 Naval Cutlass

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare American Revolution era Figure-8 Naval Cutlass Navy Sword with Orig. Scabbard & Etched Blade. Very rare 18th century
example of the American figure-8 Naval cutlass used throughout American Revolution, having iron guard of distinctive 8-form and
iron grip of tubular form. Wearing a lightly curved large fullered blade with early style etched decorations. Good condition with nice
rich patina and wear consistent with the age, comes with its Original leather scabbard which is extremely rare to find on these early
naval weapons. Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 31.5". Length of the blade - 26.5".

347: Rare American Civil War Confederate Officer's D-guard

USD 2,000 - 2,500

Rare American Civil War Confederate Officer's D-guard Sword, 15-Stars on the Blade. Very interesting and rare southern made
saber carried by the Confederate officer during the American Civil War, having iron mounts with D-guard hilt and walnut wood grip.
Mounted with a lightly curved large fullered blade profusely etched on both sides with military trophies and scrolls, lower blade with
etched 15-star panels on each side representing the Confederate states after adding, if we are not mistaking, Kentucky and Missouri.
There is an etched inscription on each side of recasso right under the stars, which is difficult to make out. In very nice condition with
good rich but smooth patina throughout and minimal expected wear for the age. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is
present) - 36.75". Length of the blade - 31.5".

348: American Revolution era Naval or Cavalry Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

American Revolution era Naval or Cavalry Sword Broadsword Cutlass. Most likely a naval cutlass example or a slightly shorter
version of a horseman's broadsword, in either case a fine and powerful weapon used during the American Revolution, having strong
iron mounts with a cup-guard and walnut grip topped with large bunned pommel. Mounted with a broad double edged blade with
three fullers to each side, all exhibiting nice patina with moderate pitting to the blade. Total length including scabbard ( when
scabbard is present) - 36.75". Length of the blade - 29.25".

349: 18th C. English Dragoon Horseman's Sword used in

USD 2,500 - 3,000

18th C. English Dragoon Horseman's Sword used in American Revolution. A good early 18th century example of the English
dragoon horseman's sword with its distinctive iron hilt mounts with cut through guard configuration and original leather and wire
covered grip topped with large ovoid pommel. Wearing a very powerful straight single edged blade with one wide and one narrow
fullers to each side, nice rich patina and age wear throughout with evidence of timely battles prior and during the American
Revolutionary war battle actions.Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 39.5". Length of the blade - 33".

350: Super-Cool 18th C. American Revolution era French made

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Super-Cool 18th C. American Revolution era French made Naval Cutlass Navy Sword. Indeed one of the coolest 18th century era
sword we have ever encountered, most likely of French manufacture for the Naval service being of the cutlass proportions with a
large steel guard in the form of a dragon or gargoyle, ribbed and deeply carved bull horn grip of wonderful greenish brown color.
Wearing a broad lightly curved large fullered blade profusely etched in the Damascus steel imitation. Very good condition with
moderate patina and wear consistent with the age. Very possibly used in the times of American Revolution.

